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ABSTRACT
Nuclear dipole magnetic moments have been measured for highly 
neutron deficient light rare-earth nuclei using the technique of on-line 
low temperature nuclear orientation. A novel pulsed implantation technique 
has been used to set a limit of the relaxation times of both ^^^Eu and 
isotopes in iron of < 3s.
The measured moments are compared to calculations using a particle 
plus triaxial rotor model, and the ground-state configurations are 
discussed. The large magnetic moment for the nucleus enables the
assignment of the {n5/2 [532] © v7/2^[404]} 6 Nilsson two-quasiparticle 
configuration. The measured moments for both and are
explained in terms of the weak coupling of the respective odd-nucleon to a 
strongly triaxial rotating core.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Considerable experimental and theoretical effort has, over the past 
decade, been spent in order to understand both the shape and structure of 
nuclei far from stability. It is therefore perhaps a little surprising 
that nuclear physics lacks a coherent theoretical formulation that would 
permit the physicist to analyze and interpret all phenomena in a 
fundamental way; atomic physics has such a formulation in qu.antum 
electrodynamics, which permits calculations of several observable 
quantities to more than 6 significant figures. As a result, nuclear 
physics is very often discussed in a phenomenological way, using a 
different formulation to describe each type of-phenomenon such as a-decay, 
^-decay, nuclear reactions or fission. In place of a single unifying 
theory there are isolated areas of knowledge in a plethora of apparently 
unconnected observations.
Like many systems governed by the laws of quantum mechanics, the 
nucleus is a complicated object whose properties are much more difficult
to characterize than those of macroscopic objects. The number of mutual
57interactions of the 57 nucleons in Co for example, could include 57! or 
about 10^^ terms. It is therefore desirable to specify the overall 
characteristics of the nucleus as a whole.
To some degree it is possible however, to describe a nucleus by a 
relatively small number of parameters: electric charge, radius, mass,
binding energy, angular momentum, parity, magnetic dipole and electric
quadrupole moments, and energies of excited states, these are the static 
properties of nuclei.
Much of what is known about nuclear structure comes from studying not 
the strong nuclear interaction of nuclei with their surroundings, but 
instead the much weaker electromagnetic interaction. The strong 
interaction establishes the distribution and motion of nucleons in the 
nucleus, and the experimentalist can probe that distribution using the 
electromagnetic interaction. This has the advantage that the 
electromagnetic fields have less effect on the motion of the nucleons than 
the strong force of the nuclear environment. Consequently any measurements 
do not seriously distort the object the experimentalist is trying to 
measure.
It has been shown that clues to the deuteron structure, and the 
existence of stable deformation in heavy nuclei, were deduced mainly from 
measurements of ground state dipole and quadrupole moments via the 
electromagnetic interaction. It would therefore seem appropriate to define 
precisely what is meant by the terms magnetic dipole and electric 
quadrupole moment.
Classically, the magnetic dipole moment fi arises from the motion of 
charged particles,and can be regarded as a way of characterizing a 
distribution of currents whose effect on the surroundings (on other moving 
charges) can be considered "magnetic". When describing the nucleus in the 
formalism of quantum mechanics, there is one important addition; the 
intrinsic angular momentum (spin) also contributes to the magnetic moment.
It is customary to assign to the charge and current distribution of 
the nucleus an electromagnetic multipole moment associated with each 
characteristic spatial dependence; the 1/r^ electric field arises from the
net charge, which can be assigned as the zeroth or monopole moment; the
3 4l/r electric field arises from the first or dipole moment; the 1/r
electric field arises from the second or quadrupole moment and so on. The
magnetic multipole moments behave similarly, with the exception of the
monopole moment; which appears not to exist.
Each electromagnetic multipole moment has a parity, determined by the 
behaviour of the multipole operator when r changes to -r. The parity of
electric moments is (-1)^ , where L is the order of the moment (L = 0 for
monopole, L = 1 for dipole, and L = 2 for quadrupole etc.); for magnetic 
moments the parity is (-1)^^^. When the expectation value of a moment is 
computed, an integral of the form ^ xj) 0 ip dv must be solved where O is the 
appropriate electromagnetic operator. The parity of xp itself is not 
important because xp appears twice in the integral. If however, 0 has odd 
parity then the integrand is an odd function of the coordinates and must 
vanish identically. Thus all odd parity static multipole moments must 
vanish: electric dipole, magnetic quadrupole, electric octupole, and so 
on.
The monopole electric moment is just the net nuclear charge Ze. The 
next nonvanishing moment is the magnetic dipole moment jLi. The quantum 
mechanical expression for fx may be written;
M (r) £ xp(r) dv (1.1)
If the wave function corresponds to a state of definite i , then only the 
z component of the integral is nonvanishing, and
^(r) dv (1.2)
2m ^1. . .with & = m h (1.3)
eh
 .with i =
What is observed in an experiment as the magnetic moment is defined
to be the value of fi corresponding to the maximum possible value of the z 
component of the angular momentum. The quantum number m^ has a maximum 
value of +£, therefore fi is
^ (1.4)
The quantity eh/2m has the dimensions of a magnetic moment (i is a 
dimensionless quantum number) and is called a magneton. Putting in the 
proton mass for m, we get a nuclear magneton ji :
^  = 3.15245 X lO"® eV/T (1.5)n z m
Considering the intrinsic spin, which has no classical analogue, it is 
possible to extend our equation for {i:
fi = (g £ + g s) /i /h (1.6)
where the g factors g^ and g^ account for the orbital and intrinsic 
contributions to jti. Their values can be adjusted as needed for individual 
particles: g^=l for protons and g^ is measured tp be 5.5856912. For 
neutrons, which are uncharged, g^=0, and g^  is measured to be -3.8260837.
In real nuclei, a modification to allow for the effects of all the 
nucleons has to be made:
A
= E tg i + g .s.] fi /h (1.7)1 / 1 1  S/1 1 n
Unfortunately there is no single theory that allows the physicist to 
evaluate the above equation to calculate fi because the interactions 
between the nucleons are strong and the relative spin orientations are not 
sufficiently well known. However, in certain cases, it is possible to make 
simplifying assumptions, based on nuclear models. In the independent 
particle shell model, odd mass nuclei have A-1 nucleons coupled pairwise 
to zero spin, which do not contribute to fi. For the remaining odd nucleon, 
the shell model theory gives the coupling of I and s to form I, which 
permits fi to be calculated. The effect of the "core" nucleons cannot 
however be neglected, and are assigned a "collective" g factor usually 
designated g^ , so that
fi
where refers to the core and the sum is carried out over a few nucleons 
outside the core. If "pure" collective states are considered , with no odd 
nucleons, the collective model gives g^ = Z/A, the ratio of the nuclear 
charge to its mass.
When considering deformed nuclei however, it is advantageous to 
introduce a new quantum number K into eq" 1.8, that is,the projection of 
the angular momentum of the unpaired nucleon onto the symmetry axis of the 
nucleus . Hence eq" 1.8 becomes :
fi = I  I 1 ( i . 9)
L  ^ TTTTTT J
where g = ^ E (g +g .8.) I (1.10)K R I , 1 , 1 1  s , i i  I
Inspection of eq 1.9 reveals the dependence of ju on both the
magnitude of £ of the unpaired nucleon in addition to the coupling of £ 
with s (whether I and s are parallel or antiparallel) . Both of these
parameters depend on the wave function of the unpaired nucleon, which is 
intimately connected with (perhaps governs) the shape of the nucleus as a 
whole.
One successful approach to parameterizing the shape of the nucleus 
was developed by A Bohr, B Mottelson, S G Nilsson, the basis of which is
the assumption that the radius vector R of the nucleus is given by
R == R [   ^ <e ] (1 .11)
where A describes the multipolarity of the shape (X = 2: quadrupole, A 
3: octupole , etc see Fig. 1.)
X*3 X* t a to -«O
1 . Nuclear shapes with quadrupole (A = 2) , octupole (A = 3) and 
hexadecapole (A = 4 ) deformations.
R defines the location of a point on the nuclear surface, and R^ is the 
average radius of the nucleus. The are the components of the surface
collective tensor <x^  ^ where A determines the multipolarity of the nuclear 
motion. The A = 0 mode merely scales the nuclear volume, while the A = 1
mode corresponds {for small deformations at least) to a trivial
translation of the centre of mass. Therefore the A = 2 quadrupole mode is 
the lowest order mode of interest. The A = 3 terms correspond, in general, 
td higher lying excitations. Hence only quadrupole terms will be
considered and the index A will be dropped.
Whenever the nucleus is described by a nonspherical shape, rotations
can result besides the vibrational motion as is shown in Fig. 2:
Fig. 2 Rotational motion of a deformed nucleus ( characterized by the 
rotational vector tù ). The internal degrees of freedom are described by 
/3, y , and the rotational degrees of freedom are described by the Euler 
angles 0^, 0^, 0^.
Here it is convenient to transform from the coordinates a to the 3 Euler 
angles and the two intrinsic variables for A = 2, using
2
ixv (1.12)
where is the Wigner D or rotation matrix in the new system. It is
required that :
a = OL = 0; a = c t  1 - 1  2 - 2 (1.13)
if the new "intrinsic" axes are to be the principal axis of the nuclear 
shape. Without any loss of generality this transformation may be chosen 
such that :
= #cosy
“± r  °
a = 1 0siny±2
(1.14)
(1.15)
(1.16)
V~Y~
Hence the shape of the nuclear surface may be adequately described by 
the parameters 13 and y  ^ if we assume the deformation of the the nucleus 
is purely quadrupole in nature. The parameter {3 defines the major/minor 
axis ratio, for an axially symmetric nucleus, the parameter y measures the 
departure from axial symmetry; y = 0° giving a prolate, y = 60° an oblate 
shape, therefore all shapes can be obtained within the sector (0°,60°). 
The potential energy V(#,y) will also determine the nuclear dynamics in a 
major way, as can be seen in Fig. 3.
|b| PnOlATt ROTOft
(cl y  SOFT
(d| TRIAXIAI ROTORP'P, .
y  I" O '. GO' /
(y=o to y-60 ) sectorFig. 3. Different shapes V(/3,^) in the /3, 
corresponding to a spherical vibrator, a prolate rotor, a y-soft vibrator 
and a triaxial rotor.
The neutron deficient light rare-earth nuclei are situated below the 
N = 82 closed shell,as shown in Fig. 4. Such neutron deficient nuclei 
with N<82 and Z>50 are located in a region where large quadrupole 
deformation ( ^>0.2 ) is expected. The importance of axial asymmetry is 
evident through, for example, the systematic appearance of low-lying 
I^K = 2^2 y-vibrational states. Considerable attention has been given 
recently to the in-beam study of high-spin states in this relatively 
unexplored region, but rather little is known about the low-lying 
structure and the associated Nilsson single particle configurations. 
Ragnarsson et al, in macroscopic-microscopic calculations around the 
neutron deficient Sm and Gd isotopes, have predicted stable prolate shapes 
except for the N = 76 isotones, where the y-degree of freedom is expected 
to dominate the nuclear structure.
When trying to model experimental data for the measurement of the 
ground state moments, it would seem appropriate to choose a nuclear model 
which can accommodate both the (3 and y degrees of freedom, in addition to 
the Coriolis effect of the rotating nucleus on the nucleonic motion. Such 
a model is available in the form of the particle-rotor-model and is 
described in detail in chapter seven.
The purpose of the research presented in this thesis is therefore, to 
investigate the interplay of the collective and independent motions of the 
nucleons within the light rare-earth nuclei, as reflected by their 
respective magnetic dipole moments. Hence a theoretical basis for an 
experimental technique to measure jU is given in chapter two.
100
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Figure 4 Chart of the nuclides showing the light rare earth nuclei below 
the N = 82 closed shell.
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CHAPTER TWO
LOW Temperature Nuclear Orientation
2.1 Introduction
Both a and ^ decay may leave the final nucleus in an excited state. 
These excited states decay rapidly to the ground state through the 
emission of one or more y-rays, which are photons of electromagnetic 
radiation. Gamma-rays have energies typically in the range 0.1 to 10 MeV, 
characteristic of the energy difference between nuclear states. The 
probability of emission of electromagnetic radiation, is broadly related 
to the angle 0 between the expectation value <J> of the angular momentum 
vector of the nucleus, and the direction k in which the photons are 
observed.
If an ensemble of radiating nuclei have their J vectors randomly 
oriented, then <J> = 0, and the radiation is isotropic in space. In order 
to observe an anisotropic radiation pattern, the spatial distribution of 
the angular momentum vectors has to favour a definite direction, so that 
<J> ^ 0. The intensity and polarization properties are then a function of 
the angles between the orientation axes, and the directions of observation 
k and the polarization P of the radiation.
When the radiation is observed with a detector which is sensitive to 
the polarization properties P of the radiation then the polarization 
distribution W(k,P) is measured. If the polarization is not observed then
11
by definition the directional distribution W{k) of the radiation is 
measured. The term angular distribution is used to refer to both.
Oriented ensembles of nuclei may be prepared by three different 
methods :
1. Extranuclear static and dynamic orientation. (Low temperature 
orientation, optical pumping, radiofrequency methods).
2. Orientation by absorption of nuclear radiation of well defined 
direction and polarization. (Nuclear reactions. Coulomb excitation).
3. Orientation by observing a preceding emitted radiation in a well 
defined direction and with well defined properties. (Angular correlations, 
nuclear cascade radiation).
In Low Temperature Nuclear Orientation (LTNO), which forms the main 
subject of this work, orientation is achieved through the interaction of 
external fields with either the static magnetic dipole moment or the 
static electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus. At very low temperatures 
the energetically lower states, m-states in the case of magnetic 
interactions, become preferentially populated according to the Boltzmann 
distribution. Hence in thermodynamic equilibrium, various degrees of 
orientation are obtained depending on the relative magnitudes of the 
energy splitting of the nuclear substates and the randomizing thermal 
energy, kT.
The following sections will deal with how the angular distribution of 
gamma radiation is related to the various nuclear properties of interest 
and to the orienting interaction.
2.2 The angular distribution of radiation from an oriented source.
12
2.2.1 The description of mixed quantum states by density matrices.
A physical system is in a pure state if every value of a complete set 
of commuting observables has been measured. There is then maximum 
information known about the state under consideration which can then be 
described uniquely by a complete set of quantum numbers.
An angular distribution measurement does not result in a complete 
knowledge of the individual nuclei nor the individual quanta, only 
ensemble averages are observed. The statistical nature of the ensemble is 
involved and maximum information is not available. The quantum mechanical 
description of such mixed states requires incoherent superpositions of 
pure quantum states. Hence an ensemble cannot be described by state 
vectors, but instead described by a density matrix .
When considering such a pure state |Ÿ >, which by selecting a 
coordinate system in Hilbert space can be described by its projections 
onto all coordinate axes, it is . possible to choose the complete 
orthonormal set |0> where:
> = ^ \<p > < > (2.1)
and the transformation brackets <01'J > are unitary. The expectation value 
of any operator a in the state |# > is therefore
< ^|a|ÿ > = ^ < ^|0> <0 |a|0 > < 0|9^  > (2.2)
00
A mixed state consisting of an ensemble of several independent nuclei 
must then be described by an incoherent superposition of all the possible
13
pure states >, weighted according to the proportion of nuclei g(n) in 
those pure states. The expectation value of the operator a in such a mixed 
state is therefore given by the weighted average of the expectation values 
<#|a|#>
<a> = J^g(n) <^^|a|^^> / ^ g(n) (2.3)
n=l n=l
It is convenient to normalise the weights g(n) to unity:
^ g(n) = 1 (2.4)
n= 1
Substituting (2.2) into (2.3) and using (2.4):
<a> - ^ <4>\'^ >^ g(n) |0 > <0 ]al0 > (2.5)
n00
or alternatively
<a> = ^ <0{p|0 > <0 |a 10 > (2.6)
00
where
N
<0lpl0 > = T <01# > g(n) <# 10 > (2.7)w  n n
n = 1
Hence the state of the ensemble is completely characterized by the density 
matrix p whereas the matrix A, with elements <0 la 10 >, depends only on 
the operator a and the representation 10 >. With these definitions (2.6) 
may be rewritten in the form
14
<a> = Tr(pA) (2.8)
The density matrix can be considered as a representation of the density 
operator
N
p - y  1# > g(n) <# I (2.9)op n n
n = l
in the basis 10 >. The density operator completely describes the state of 
the ensemble, whether it is mixed or pure.
2.2.2 The statistical tensors
In angular distribution problems the symmetries of the ensemble with
respect to rotations are of interest and so it is natural to choose the
basis states 10 > to be eigenstates lpjm> of the angular momentum operator 
2J and its projection onto the z-axis, J . The symbol p. represents the
other quantum numbers needed to specify the states uniquely. The matrix
elements of the density operator in this representation are
= T j m 1# > g(n) <# Ip j m > (2 .10)Ld ± i i n  n 2 Z .dn
The grand density matrix p (7)) which describes an ensemble of nuclei 17 
in all their possible states is a square matrix with (2j^+1) + (2j^+l) +
... rows and columns, where j. are the angular momenta of the different
nuclear levels or of the different daughter nuclei and radiation fields
into which the nuclei 7j may decay. The density matrix p(j^j^) is just a
15
(2j^+l) X (2j^+l) submatrix of this grand matrix.
The angular momentum states ijm> transform under a rotation of the 
quantization axis from S(xyz) to S(xyz) according to
I jm >J - [ I :jm > D - (S S)8 mm (2 .11)
where the D-matrices are defined in Brink and Satchler _ The
elements transform under the same rotation according to
X D"2- (S — > S) . (2.12)
Making use of the Clebsh-Gordon series of D-matrices then
f 3, j, M
m -m q 1 2
m m A 1 2
A* —D - (S S) .qq (2.13)
-^2 %
After multiplying both sides of this equation by the factor
and summing over m^ and m^ (keeping q fixed) we find due to the 
orthogonality relations of the 3-j symbols.
16
^ <j^m^ Ipl (-1) (2X+1)2 2 s
' 2^ 3l ^ 1
-m^ m^ q  J
(2.14)
1/2 r 3, J, X'
i-®2 “i q .
A* _
D - (S^S) qq
The linear combinations of the elements of pCj^j^) enclosed in braces 
transform like spherical tensors of rank A. Due to this simple 
transformation property it is more convenient to use these linear 
combinations than the matrix elements themselves. Hence it is possible to 
define the statistical tensors p^(i i ) to be
1/2
m irui1
(2.15)
This represents the vector relationship A = J^- and so the rank of the 
statistical tensor is an integer in the range -to
2.2.3 Oriented nuclear states
If the interacting fields that cause the orientation of the ensemble 
have an axis of cylindrical symmetry, which in the case of LTNO is that 
defined by the direction of the external field, then the density operator 
(2.9) may be expressed in the form
+i
p = y IIm > g(n) <lm| op Là (2.16)
m = - I
where the eigenstates | Im> of the nuclear spin operator I are defined 
with respect to the symmetry z-axis. The corresponding density matrix p(I)
17
in the angular momentum representation | Im> chosen with respect to some 
representation-coordinate sytem Sis
<Imip|lm'> = ^ <Im|lm > g(m) <Im| Im' >. (2.17)
m
If one chooses S to be the symmetry frame defined by the external field 
then the density matrix becomes diagonal
<lm|pllm'> = g(m) ô (2.18)mm'
and the weighting factors g(m) are then simply the relative populations of 
the states |Im > in the ensemble.
An ordinary ensemble of nuclei with spin I at room temperature has in 
general no fixed orientation axis in space, hence it must be invariant 
with respect to three dimensional rotations, thus the statistical tensors 
describing such a random ensemble must satisfy the relation
A A A*   A
p- (I)- = y p (I) D -(S S) = p-(I) (2.19)q S i j q S q q  q Sq
for any rotation S — > S. This is only possible if D is the unit matrix (q
— . A— q = A = 0) or if p (I) vanishes. Hence the statistical tensor in thisq
case is
p°(I) = (21+1)"^^^ (2.20)
with corresponding density matrix
p(I) = (21+1)"^1 (2.21)
expressing the fact that the population is uniformly distributed amongst 
the various |Im > states.
18
When orientation is achieved, unequal populations of the |Im > states
occur, giving rise to statistical tensors p^(I) with A 0. With the axisq
of cylindrical symmetry, the z-axis, defined by the applied field it is 
required that the statistical tensors be invariant with respect to 
rotations through an arbitrary angle a about this axis. This rotation is 
represented by
D^-(a,0,0) = d - (2.22)qq qq
and leads to the condition
p-(I) = y p^(I) D^-(a,0,0) = p^(l)e"^'^^ = p^(I). (2.23)q Li q qq q q
q
Since a is arbitrary this equation implies that q = q = 0  Hence with 
cylindrical symmetry the statistical tensors can be uniquely described by 
the series of parameters, the orientation parameters B^(I) (BL57]^ where
B^(I) = (21+1) ^ ^^p^(l)
= y (-1)^ '""' [(2l+l)(2A+l)]l/^
-m m 0
g(m). (2.24)
The orientation parameters are normalised to unity: 5^(1) = 1.
The form of the interaction used in LTNO is now introduced 
explicitly. In principle this could be either the interaction of the 
nuclear static quadrupole moment with an applied electric field gradient, 
or that of the static nuclear magnetic dipole moment with an applied 
magnetic field. In this thesis only the latter interaction is considered. 
Using the direction of the B-field as the representation axis, the 
magnetic energy of the nuclear m-levels is
19
E (m) fiB m (2.25)
where fi is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment. In accordance with the 
Boltzmann distribution the populations in thermodynamic equilibrium are
g(m) = <m|p|m > = e"^ /^ ^ (2.2 6)m
with
=  6 ^  'IkT (2.27)
Hence the statistical tensors for this magnetically oriented ensemble are 
given by
p^(I) = (21+1)"^/^ B^(I)
I-"'
-1 ' I I A '
e (2.28)
m m -m m 0 .
Figure 2.1 illustrates the temperature dependence of the orientation 
parameters
lO'l
Figure 2.1 The dependence of the orientation parameter on Am/T, where
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2,2.4 The efficiency matrices and tensors
The probability of finding a system described by the density matrix p 
in the state |^> is seen from (2.?) to be given by
P(# ) ^ <<p \p\<p >. (2.29)n n n
Generally it is necessary to calculate this probability when the
ensemble is observed by a measuring device which responds to the different
pure states with different efficiencies. In direct analogy with the
density matrix of the ensemble, such a detector must be described by a
weighted incoherent superposition of the pure state response
characteristics. If the efficiency for detecting the pure state \(f> > is
denoted by e then the result of a measurement with the ensemble in an n
arbitrary state is
W = y e P (^  ) = y e \p\<P > (2.30)Li n n Li n n n
or
W = Tr(ep) (2.31)
where e is the diagonal matrix with elements e . By defining the 
efficiency operator
e = y 10 >c(n)<0 i (2.32)op L-i n nn
so that the efficiency matrix is the efficiency operator represented in 
some convenient basis |m >
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<m|e|m'> = ^ <m| 0^ >c (n) <0 |m'> (2.33)
n
then it is possible to construct the efficiency tensor according to (2.15)
m 1
j, j, M
q
(2.34)
With these definitions it can be shown that the result of a
measurement with a measuring device characterized by efficiency tensor 
C^(j^j^) on an ensemble represented by the statistical tensor p^(j^j^) 
is given by
” “ I  <2-35)
jlj2Aq
Often, as in the case of LTNO, measurements are only made on the 
emitted radiation implying the existence of, but giving no information on, 
a final nuclear state. In such cases a summation over the final unobserved 
states is performed and the measurement is represented by the unit 
efficiency matrix. If these states have angular momentum j. then by 
analogy with (2.20) the corresponding efficiency tensor is
Cq (iij;) = <2^1+1)''' <2-35)
Finally, the efficiency matrix for the detection of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation in helicity states |pT> is considered. Clearly 
the efficiency operator should be defined in the representation |pK >. 
Hence
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e = y Ip k >Q(K)<pjc|op U (2.37)
Where Q(fc) is the response of the detector to the plane wave state of pure 
polarization K = ±1. The efficiency matrix is therefore
<pT|e|pT'> = ^ <px |pK>Q (k ) <p/c IpT'> (2.38)
and so for a detector which responds only to either positive or negative 
helicity states
c(+) .  f 1 » 1 l o o . e ( (2.39)
2.2.5 The time evolution of the final state density matrix
An ensemble of nuclei tq, which at the time t = 0 is described by the 
density matrix <I^m^ 1 p | I^m^>, will ultimately decay into a final nuclear 
state by the emission of radiation with a definite momentum p. This
final state is represented by the final state density matrix 
<pxl^m^ I p I I^m'px'>. This subsection will deal briefly with the derivation 
of this final state matrix. Starting with the time dependent Schrodinger 
equation
whose general solution may be written
(2.40)
l*(t)> = U(t,t^) |#(tQ)> (2.41)
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where U(t^t^) is the unitary time-evolution operator, then the time 
behaviour of the density operator is given by
p (t) = y U(t,t ) |Ÿ (t )> g(n) <$ (t ) lu'^ (t,t^ ) op Li O n O  n O  0n
= U{t,t ) p (t) UMt,t ) (2.42)0 op 0 0
from (2.40) and (2.41) it is clear that U(t,t^) must also satisfy the
Schrodinger equation
%  ^  ^  U(t,t^) = H U(t,tq) (2.43)
The total Hamiltonian of the system is
H = H + H (2.44)0 int
where is that part of the Hamiltonian which gives rise to the
stationary states and H^ ^^ induces transitions between the eigenstates of 
H^ . For the case of electromagnetic radiation
(2.45)int
Performing the unitary transformation to the Heisenberg representation
leads to the operators
H (t) (2.46)int
and
i-itit/h) (2.47)
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The expression corresponding to (2.43) in this representation may be 
solved to give to first order
H^ (t') dt^  + ... (2.48)
Combining the second term in this expansion with the transformed analogue 
of (2.42) and using first order perturbation theory leads to
int
X p(0)
(2.49)
e(lH^t-/h) ^2 (iH^t/h) Ii m'px'>
int f f
The statevector
(2.50)
is the time independent eigenvector of in the Heisenberg
representation. Since the initial grand density matrix p(0) has only the 
elements <I^m^ | p (0) | I m^( >, then (2.49) can be written
<pTl^m^|p(t) |l^m'px'> = <I.mJp(0) |l.m'> (2.51)
.t 2
(w + (e ^-e  ^) /h)t'^^.f i
where the arguments of the exponential arise from the action of 
on <pT I and <I^m^| and of e ^ on 11 m, > respectively. In accordance
with the conservation of energy the integral is only appreciably different 
from zero if fiu) = hw^ = E - E^. In the Heisenberg representation the
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transition matrix elements of (2.51) are time independent
<I^m^ I j (r') 1 I^m^> Ap_^ (r') dv'
(2,52)
2 It
j(r') e dv' |l^m^>
since the time dependence of j(r',t), namely , is exactly
compensated by that of A(r,t), namely . By integrating over w and
multiplying by the density of states, the last term in (2.51) results in a
3 2 2factor L 0)^ tdf2/ (2ii) . This is correct for values of t much smaller than 
the mean life time 1/A , where A is the total transition probability. Fory y
times larger than this, t should be replaced by the radioactive decay 
factor (1-e )/A^. Hence the elements of the final state density matrix
are
<pTl^m^|p(t) I I^m'px'> =
X <I.m.|p(0) <I^m' |
j(r')e^e dv' ) I .m^>
(2.53)
j(r')e^e^^^ dv' |l^m/>
Introducing the absolute transition amplitudes 9'(îtL, I_ — > I^ ) [ST75]
which are proportional to the multipole expansions of (2.52) and again 
using the Clebsh-Gordon series for the product of two D-matrices gives
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I I(21+1) 2^ [(2L+1)(2L'+1)] L L'A 1/2
X (2A+1)
f I L I ] r I L' I 1f i f i
m M -m m M' -m ^ f  ^ f f/
(2.54)
' L L' A ' ' L L' A '
M -M CT  ^T -T' p ^
<I.m.lp(0)
X [y(EL) + %y(ML)][y (EL') * %'y (ML')] d " (e — > k)qfX z
for times ~ œ. The diagonal elements of this final state density matrix 
expression give the absolute probability that a photon with helicity t is 
emitted into the solid angle dO in the direction p from the initial state
p(0) to form the final nuclear state |l^ m^ >.
AfFrom this expression the final state statistical tensor p (I ,p) mayqf f
be constructed in accordance with (2.15) . this is a 2 x 2 matrix in the 
helicity space T, whose four elements in |Im> space are
1/2
<t |p^^(I^,P) |t '> - —
SttA I-l)\ '*i(2A+l)^ /^y A^Aq^qLL'
2 1 + 1
21^ + 1
q, q -q, J
p 1(1.) D (e — » k) [3r(EL) +Ty(ML))]q^ 1 qp z
(2.55)
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where the F^f^i (LL'I . ) are the gener alized F-coefficients defined by
F^f\(LL'I^I^) = (-1) [ (21^+1) (21^+1) (2L+1) (2L'+1)
X (2A^+1)(2A^+1)(2A+1)]1/2
' L L' A ' L- II L' \  i» (2.56)1 -1 0 A
If one of the oriented states I or I is random, so that either A or A0 1 0 1
is zero, then the generalized F-coefficients reduce to the ordinary 
F-coefficients F (LL'I I ) .
2.2.6 The angular distribution of gamma radiation from LTNO sources
It has been shown that equation (2.55) is a general expression for the 
final state statistical tensor,derived only from the assumption of the 
invariance under three dimensional rotations. The conditions specific to 
nuclear orientation problems can now be introduced. Firstly, the 
statistical tensor of the initial state can be replaced by the orientation 
parameters (2.24). Secondly, the final nuclear state is not observed and 
so its efficiency tensor is given by (2.36). Only the radiation quanta are 
observed, in the direction k using a detector described by the efficiency 
matrix c. Again it will be assumed that the observed quanta are of 
electromagnetic origin, although the formalism applies also to alpha and 
beta radiation. Thus using (2.35) the probability of detecting the photon 
is
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W{k) = <t |p°(I^) 1t '> <TMelT > (21^+1)^ ''^  (2.57)
TT'
where <Tjp°(I^) |t '> is given by (2.55)
Considering the detection of circularly polarized radiation with 
helicity t by an ideal detector with efficiency matrix (2.39), then t = t ' 
and so
AqLL'
(2.58)
X [y(EL) + Tr(ML)] [r (EL) + (ML')] E\(cos8)
where use has been made of the relation
D^* (0,0,0) = P (cosG) (2.59)
The angles 0, 0 are the polar angles of the observation direction k with 
respect to coordinate system xyz in which the initial state statistical' 
tensor is represented. With the inclusion of the parity selection rules 
for electromagnetic transitions: L+L' even (odd) if both components are 
electric or magnetic (one component electric while the other magnetic), 
the circular polarization distribution is obtained as
W(0,T) = I I  B^(I.) P^(cos0) (2.60)
A
where the angular distribution coefficientSj. A., are given by
\  = 5^  FA(LL'Ifli) y(7TL)/(7r'L') /  ^ |r(TCL)|^ (2.61)
L T T L ' 7T' L7T
with the normalization A^= 1; and by definition
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(2.62)
LTt
For two mixed multipoles L and L^= L + 1 with amplitude mixing ratio Ô = 
y (71^ L+1)/y (ttL) the angular distribution coefficients can be written in the 
form
A. = {F. (LLI^I.) + 2ÔF- (LL+II I ) + Ô^F^ (L+lL+lI^I, ) } / {1 + 6^ } (2.63)A A f i  A f i  A f 1 '
Figure 2.2 shows an example of the ô dependence of the angular 
distribution coefficients 5/2 — 3/2
0.8
0.0
‘OA
•0,0
■0.8
■1.0
0 .0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0,8 0 .8 1,0
QFigure 2,2 The dependence of the angular distribution coefficients A^,A^
on Q, where Q = /  1 + .
The directional distribution of gamma radiation is now obtained by summing 
(2.60) over both helicity states which yields a factor of 2(0) if A is 
even (odd). Hence
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(0) = ^  ^  B^{I.)A^P^(COS0) (2.64)w ■ ■ L
X  —  e v e n
2.2.7 Unobserved Intermediate radiations
Usually in LTNO experiments the detected gamma radiation quantum is
preceded by a cascade of unobserved intermediate radiation. In order to
construct the final state statistical tensor, the procedure outlined in
subsection (2.2.5) must be performed in turn for each emitted photon.
Since only the last of these is observed it is necessary to integrate the
final state statistical tensor over solid angle for each unobserved
quantum. In this way it can be shown that the final state statistical
tensor p (I ) that describes the ensemble after the emission of anqn n
unobserved gamma radiation y from an initial state p^ "~^ (I ) isn qn-1 n-1
obtained from the relation
p^"(l ) = U (y ) p^”“J(l ,) 5. . Ô  ^ (2.65)qn n An n qn-1 n-1 An An-1 qn qn-1
where the de-orientation coefficientsf U., have been introduced, and are
given by
^  u^ (i.I^ L) |y(%L) /  y  |y(%L) (2.66)
L 7 t  L T t
or in terms of ô
^A " + 5^ U^ (I.I^ L+1) } / {1 + 0^ (2.67)
with the de-orientation factor defined by
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(2.68)
The de-orientation factors are normalized to unity: U^= 1. Hence, for a 
cascade of n unobserved photons the final state statistical tensor is
p^(l) = u (y )U. (y )... U. (y )p^(I J (2.69)q A  n A  n-1 A  1 q 0
In particular, the directional distribution of a gamma radiation y that 
is emitted from a state I , formed by the emission of n unobserved quanta 
from an axially oriented state I^ , is
-I
A = e  ve n
W(0) = ) B^(yo^(r^)u^(r^)...Uj^(r„)A^O.^^^)P^(ooae)
■ zA = e v e  n P^(cos0) (2.70)
where the solid angle factor has been dropped for simplicity. If several 
different cascades are possible between the oriented level and the 
observed radiation then an effective de-orientation coefficient is 
obtained as the average of the weighted by the appropriate
branching intensity (which should be normalised to unity).
The formalism of this subsection also applies without modification to 
alpha, beta and electron capture decay. In the LTNO experiments to be 
described in this thesis, the gamma cascade resulting in the observed 
photon is preceded by the lepton quantum which initiates the nuclear
decay. In this case the term U^(y^) in (2.70) refers to the lepton field
rather than to the electromagnetic field. The appropriate leptonic
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de-orientation factor is calculated from (2.66) with y(L) understood to be 
the amplitude of the multipole component in the lepton field and L the 
total angular momentum carried away by both the electron and neutrino.
In as much as the observed directional distribution in LTNO is 
dependent upon nuclear factors alone, (2.70) represents the final 
expression for its angular dependence and in principle is an infinite 
series. However the tensor nature of its coefficients, manifested in their 
dependence upon the n-j symbols, imposes limitations upon its maximum rank 
X. By inspection these can be seen to be:
B^ (I^ ) = 0  if A > 21A O  0
U.(LI.I ) = 0 if A > 21 or A > 21A i r  i f
A^(LL^I.I^) S O  if A > L + Lf or A > 21.. (2.71)
Since the gamma transition probability greatly reduces as the multipole 
order increments, transitions with L > 2 are experimentally rare. Hence in 
the majority of cases and in the absence of further selection rules the 
directional distribution series may be truncated to
W(0) = 1 + B^U^A^P^ (COS0) + B^U^A^P^ (COS0) (2.72)
where use has been made of the fact that the zero rank coefficients are 
normalized to unity.
2.3 Non-nuclear contributions to the angular distribution in LTNO
In the derivations of the previous section only the "nuclear"
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contributions to the angular distribution have been considered. Attention 
is now given to those aspects of the LTNO system which are "non-nuclear" 
in origin.
2,3.1 The solid angle correction factors
The directional distribution of (2.70) applies only to detection of 
nuclear radiation at a single angle 0. Owing to the finite solid angle 
subtended by the detector, the observed angular distribution will differ 
somewhat from this ideal distribution expected for "point" detectors. The 
proper interpretation of precision angular distribution measurements must 
therefore depend on the accurate knowledge of this difference.
To perform this correction it is necessary to integrate (2.70), 
weighted by the detector efficiency, over the subtended solid angle. In 
the case of an axially symmetric detector centered along the radius vector 
with polar angle 0^ , using this radius vector as the initial line, it is 
possible to introduce the polar angle /3, where 0 = 0^  + /3, such that the 
detector subtends a right cone of semi-angle A/3 at the origin. In this 
coordinate system the useful absorption of gamma radiation incident onto 
the detector is proportional to
(1 _ ,2.73)
where x(y) is the full energy absorption coefficient and x(l3) is the path 
length through the active volume of the detector.
The measured directional distribution will therefore be given by
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s w{0) {l-e } dQ
Separating out the angular terras from this expression it is seen that the 
quantities of interest are the integrals
I, = I P^(cos(0^+ (3)) j 1 - sinp d/3 d<f>. (2.75)
Following the method of Rose^*^^^^ the spherical harmonic addition theorem
P. (cos (01+ P)) = p. (CO80^) P_(cosp) + --- (2.76)A O  A D A
is applied, where the ellipsis indicates azimuthal terms. These do not 
contribute to the integration over ÿ and so (2.75) reduces to
= 271 P^(cos0^) P^cos(P) (1 - } sinp d/3 (2.77)
Introducing the solid angle correction factors, Q , defined by
Q^P^(cose^) = \  (2.78)
0^
enables the corrected directional distribution (2.74) to be written in the 
form ZW(0) » ) B^U^A^Q^P^(cos0^) (2.7 9)
A
The evaluation of the integrals I^ requires a knowledge of both the 
detector geometry and the functional form of absorption coefficients T(y). 
These are calculated from the theoretical photoelectric, Compton and pair 
production cross sections of the detecting material using Monte Carlo 
simulations  ^ ^. By this method correction factors have been calculated
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by Yates for Na(I) detectors, and by Camp and Van Lehn, and Krane for 
Ge(Li) detectors. The correction factors used in the present work are 
calculated using the method of Krane  ^.
Typical dependences of the solid angle correction factors on gamma 
ray energy <xre. illustrated in figure 2.3
I 00
0.90
0 80
0.70
5000 1000Ey(keV)
Figure 2.3 Dependence of on gamma-ray energy for a Ge(Li) detector 5cm
away from the source, and dimensions Length=3.2cm, and radius = 1.8cm. [KR72]
2.3.2 The magnetic hyperfine interaction
In subsection 2.2.3 the orienting interaction was considered to be 
that between the static nuclear magnetic (electric) moment with an 
externally applied magnetic field (electric field gradient). In the
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magnetic case, the degree of nuclear orientation is determined largely by 
the parameter /3 of (2.27). From (2.2 6) it can be seen that an appreciable 
alignment is characterized by /3 ~ 1. For a nucleus with a gyromagnetic 
ratio of one and taking 5mK as a lower limit to the continuously 
attainable temperature of the present generation of ^He-^He dilution 
refrigerators, then a magnetic field of at least 1ST would be required for 
successful orientation. The attainment of such a high field whilst 
simultaneously maintaining low temperatures is not easily achieved. Hence 
the "brute force" method, although simple in principle and applicable to 
all types of nuclei, is not always practical.
Most of the successful orientation experiments have made use of the 
hyperfine interaction in solids to avoid the need for such high values of 
a^pp' experiments described in this thesis have been performed on
atomic nuclei implanted into a polycrystalline iron host. The origins of 
the magnetic hyperfine field will now be discussed.
In the case of a free atom, an electronic current density J d"C at a 
point r in a coordinate system centred at the nucleus will produce a 
magnetic field at the nucleus :
B = ^0 ^ ^ dT (%.80)
47T 3r
Writing J^dT = v dq, where v is the velocity of the charge element dq and 
noting that the electronic angular momentum is 1 = m r x v, then for eache
electron i
‘2.81)
Performing the summation over If the contributions from closed subshells
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disappear and in the LS coupling limit
n , -3^  (2.82)
\  - 4Ï <r, >
Similarly the electron spin will also give rise to a magnetic field, but 
since there is now a finite probability of electrons with non-zero spin 
existing at the nucleus it is necessary to consider separately the 
contributions from electrons "inside" and "outside" of the nucleus. 
Electrons outside the nucleus give rise to a simple dipole sum field
K  9= ''b I ^ (2-83)B =s 47T " s ■ B
i
while those inside give rise to the Fermi contact term, which can be
written in the LS coupling limit as
Mo
®F = - f'e l(C»(8)l 8. (2.84)
In the solid state there are two mechanisms which give rise to such a 
contact field. In a ferromagnet the s-d exchange interaction between the 
magnetic 3d-electrons and the s-like conduction electrons removes the 
degeneracy of the the S/j. and s'^  conduction bands. This leads to a net 
surplus of spin-up electrons and consequently a "conduction electron 
polarization" Fermi contact term of the form
Mo 8% , ,
®F “ ■ 4Î  T  Mg f l(A^ (0) I -|((rJO)|)S (2.85)
Secondly, due to the overlap between the polarized conduction electrons of
the magnetic host with the inner s-electrons of the non-magnetic impurity, 
it is possible for filled orbitals with spin parallel to the net spin to 
have a different density distribution from those same orbitals with
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antiparallel spin. The result of such exchange correlation effects, which 
for example can be incorporated, into Hartree-Fock calculations by relaxing 
the condition that the radial wave-function is independent of the spin 
orientation, is that a closed s-subshell can exhibit a net spin without 
losing its spherical symmetry. These core s-electrons then contribute to 
the hyperfine field via an "exchange core polarization" contact term of 
the form (2.85). Such contact terms are important for all systems with 
non-zero resultant spin. However their significance is greatest for 
d-electron atoms for which in many cases the strong ligand field present 
in the lattice serves to quench the orbital contribution. Further, in a 
system of cubic symmetry such as iron, the "outside" spin term vanishes.
These mechanisms give rise to the large magnetic fields, typically 10 
- lOOOT for impurities in an iron host, required at the nucleus. It only
remains to apply a modest external field B to polarize the host latticeapp
and produce the axis of quantization. Fields of only ~ 0.7T are sufficient 
to almost completely (>99%) align the domains in iron. The effective 
magnetic field at the nucleus is therefore taken to be |b + B |.hyp app
The hyperfine interaction experienced by an impurity atom is of 
course highly sensitive to the nature of the surrounding lattice. It is 
not necessarily the case that the sites occupied by impurity atoms in the
host lattice are unique and so they will be subject to a range of
different hyperfine fields. A static LTNO experiment detects only the 
average hyperfine interaction for the system. If all the possible 
implantation lattice sites are labelled I, with associated magnetic 
hyperfine fields B^^^ and population probabilities f^ , then the observed 
directional distribution of gamma radiation in a static LTNO experiment 
will be
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= E  V x KW{0) = > f (B^  )U.A. Q-P. (COS0) (2.86)hyp A  A A  A
Xi
or in truncated form
W(0) “ 1 + ^  + B^(b;^^,U^AQ^P^(oO30)}
l (2.87)
where use has been made of the fact that = 1. These are the final
forms of the directional distribution expressions and will be used 
throughout this thesis.
Finally the magnetic hyperfine anomaly is discussed. This does not 
influence the form of the angular distribution formula, but is included 
here for the sake of completeness.
Once determined for one isotopic implant of a given element, the 
hyperfine field being atomic in origin should be the same for all other 
members of that isotopic chain which are implanted under similar 
conditions. However, implicit in the Fermi contact term (2.84) is the 
assumption of a point nucleus. In reality the nucleus is an extended body 
implying that (2.84) should be integrated over the nuclear volume and that 
an "inside" orbital contribution should also de considered since electrons 
of non-zero orbital angular momentum exist within the nucleus. This 
provides a nucleus dependent perturbation to the hyperfine interaction 
energy -/i • B, which can be considered as a nucleus dependent correction 
to an otherwise atomic hyperfine field. The hyperfine anomaly is related 
to the fractional change in the hyperfine interaction when the nuclear 
perturbation is "turned on" and typically being only ~ 1% is neglected in 
this thesis. Therefore in the remainder of this thesis it is assumed that
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the magnetic hyperfine field as determined for one nucleus may be applied 
without correction to all other nuclei in the same isotopic chain.
2.3.3 The nature of the lattice site occupation
In the experiments described in subsequent chapters of this thesis,
samples were prepared by implanting the radioactive nuclei emerging from 
an isotope separator at energies of ~60 keV into the iron host matrix.
Monte Carlo simulations show that the entrant nucleus produces a
series of primary lattice recoils which can go on to initiate independent 
subcascades. The resulting vacancies and interstitials typically cover a 
volume of order (100 lattice spacings)^. The local temperatures produced 
in these cascades can reach 5000K and last for about lOps tAV88]^ during 
which time a degree of self-annealing can occur. Frequently this leaves 
the implant in an undamaged area of the lattice, with residual vacancies 
and interstitials several atomic spacings away. Hence, provided that the 
implanted dose is not so great that the entire lattice is significantly 
damaged, it can be expected that most of the implanted nuclei will come to 
rest in undamaged substitutional sites. This critical dose may be taken to
14 3be of order 10 /cm or ~ 1 atomic percent. By comparison a typical LTNO 
dose is only of order 0.001 - 0.1 atomic percent.
The actual fraction of nuclei which occupy substitutional sites and 
also the nature of any alternative sites depends on their "solubility" in 
the host lattice. For "soluble" implants it is reasonable to make the 
simple assumption that the system contains only two sites, the
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substitutional site with magnetic hyperfine field and associated
population f, and a second site with zero field and population 1-f, 
corresponding to incompletely implanted activity on the surface of the 
lattice. In this regime the truncated directional distribution is simply
W(9) = 1 + £ { B^(B^_^^)U^A^Q^P^(oose) t U^A ( C O S 0 )  }
(2 .88)
For insoluble implants the situation is potentially very different. 
If the implanted ion is much smaller than the host then the lattice will 
contract locally and will therefore trap interstitials. In the reverse 
situation, implants will tend to accumulate vacancies. Thus, provided that 
the enthalpy of solution is sufficient to bind the interstitials or 
vacancies, the favoured sites will not necessarily be substitutional. This 
will be especially the case if the temperature is above 140K or 200K, the
temperature at which interstitials and vacancies respectively achieve full
[ T Ü 8 7 ]mobility in iron . Hence it is expected that the proportion of
insoluble implants in substitutional sites will be larger for cold 
implantation (<4K) than for room temperature implantation. In general 
therefore, insoluble implantations will exhibit a substitutional site and 
one or more sites associated with interstitials or vacancies, together 
with sites experiencing small or zero net hyperfine fields. In this 
complicated regime it is necessary to retain the general directional 
distribution expression (2.87).
2.4 Electric quadrupole orientation
In addition to the magnetic hyperfine field it is also possible to
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exploit the large electric field gradients in solids to achieve 
orientation and hence a measurement of the nuclear electric quadrupole 
moment , This can be done only in a host lattice of non-cubic
symmetry where the quadrupole interaction is non-vanishing. Also the 
requirement of a uniquely defined direction for the electric field 
gradient necessitates the use of a single crystal host.
Since iron is a cubic lattice the electric interaction disappears for 
implants occupying substitutional sites. For non-substitutional sites this 
symmetry is destroyed and a composite magnetic and electric interaction 
must be considered. In a polycrystalline lattice the contribution to the 
total orientation arising from the electric quadrupole interaction is 
greatly reduced since the principal axis of each microcrystal is randomly 
oriented in space. Nevertheless, the integrated effect of the individual 
electric interactions leads to an attenuation of the observed orientation 
when compared to that expected from the magnetic interaction alone. The 
magnitude of this attenuation depends upon the relative strengths of the 
magnetic and electric interactions as well as the temperature and oriented 
spin
The experiments described in this thesis were all performed on nuclei 
implanted into polycrystalline iron foils. A significant proportion of 
nuclei ( of order 50%) came to rest in non-substitutional lattice sites. 
However, the resulting electric quadrupole attenuations are expected to be 
small, of order a few percent. On the other hand, the iridium sample used 
as a nuclear orientation thermometer, was melted with iron leading to an 
almost complete occupation of substitutional sites. With full cubic 
symmetry thus obtained, the electric quadrupole interaction vanishes 
completely.
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since the role of the electric quadrupole interaction is either small 
or non existent it is not considered in this work.
2.5 Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
To conclude this survey of the principles of LTNO the situation that 
arises when the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium fails will be 
considered. In such cases it is necessary to include the time dependence 
of the approach to equilibrium into the calculation of the orientation 
parameters it will be assumed that the spin system is highly
dilute so that impurities are coupled only to the host lattice and mutual 
interactions within the nuclear spin system are small. In this limit the 
nuclei relax independently and so cannot be described by a temperature. If 
this relaxation proceeds via an exchange of energy with the degenerate 
Fermi gas formed by the conduction electrons of the (metallic) host 
lattice then the spin-lattice interaction is given by the Hamiltonian
H = AI-S = AI S + ^ (S,I + S I,) (2.89)S-L z 2 Z -r — +
where I is the nuclear spin operator and S the effective lattice spin
operator which is related to the orbital and spin operators of the 
conduction electrons. Transitions induced by the non-diagonal elements 
link states differing by one unit in the magnetic quantum number. The 
corresponding transition probabilities, derived from Fermi's golden rule 
are
w = t(I(l+l) - m(m+l)]
m,m+l 2 k C  A E / k T  ,k e « 1
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and
Here AE is the magnetic substate energy splitting and C^ , the Korringa
constant, is a system dependent constant arising from the integral over
electron states. Under the conditions that the nuclear spin system is 
weakly coupled to the lattice and has a much smaller heat capacity, it can 
be shown that the spin density matrix remains diagonal at all times
[ H60 3^  These diagonal elements, which correspond to the sublevel
populations p^ , obey a gain-loss equation of the form
= y {W p - W p ) (2.92)-7—  Là nm n mn mdt n
or in matrix notation
§ = R P  <2-53)
where p is a (21+1) dimensional column vector and R is the time dependent
relaxation matrix. Under the equivalence transformation D, where D =mn
, the matrix = D ^RD becomes symmetric. Hence (2.93) is
solved by the diagonalisation of R^ which leads to
p(t) = D U e ^ W V ( O )  (2.94)
where U and K are the matrices of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of R^ 
respectively. Thus the time evolution of the populations is a 
multi-exponential function which is completely determined by the Korringa 
constant and the initial populations p (0) .
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Experimentally it is convenient to define a single effective time 
constant T  ^ to approximate the time dependence of (2.94) such that
In
(t = 00 ) - (0)
= 1 (2.95)
The initial populations could be either semi-oriented, if they were
produced by decay from an oriented precursor, or random. For the case of
interest to the present work the parent state is produced directly by
on-line implantation so that the latter assumption is appropriate and
B (0) = 0. A simple empirical estimate for t can then be made from 2 sir
T = min (T ,T ) (2.96)emp htl Itl
where
The labels htl and Itl refer to the high and low temperature limits, as 
described by the conditions |3 «  1 and |3 »  1 respectively. Apart from the 
region where the two limits overlap, i.e. where (3 is of order 1, the 
agreement with t as deduced from an exact calculation of (2.94) issir
good.
Provided that the relaxation proceeds via electron-hole pair
excitations and magnetic dipole interactions (neglecting hyperfine
anomalies) then it is possible to derive the scaling property 
2
( ; 1 C = constant (2.98)I ■
for different isotopes of a given element in the same host. Hence, Ck
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values and hence relaxation times may be estimated for a whole range of 
isotopes provided that at least one nucleus of the same element has been 
measured.
The significance of relaxation in LTNO comes when the radioactive 
decay is considered. If t , which can vary from 10  ^ to lO^s for 
impurities in iron, is significant in comparison with the nuclear 
lifetime, then an appreciable number of nuclei decay from incompletely 
oriented states. This results in a temperature dependent reduction of the 
observed angular distribution anisotropy via an attenuation in the 
orientation parameters.
In the case of on-line LTNO the situation is further complicated by 
the steady stream of incoming warm nuclei. Sublevel populations 
representing the relaxing and populating states and allowances for the 
radioactive decay of the relaxing sublevels must then be included into 
(2.93). On the assumption that N nuclei are implanted per second and that 
these are equally distributed among the relaxing sublevels then the 
modified analogue of (2.92) may be written as 
dp
d f  -  2 .  ^  ^ t 2ï « t^  1/2
The sublevel populations will then attain secular equilibrium, given by 
the condition dp/dt = 0. From this the sublevel populations and hence the 
orientation parameters may be deduced.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES
3.1 Introduction
This chapter will briefly outline the experimental apparatus and 
methods used to measure the ground state magnetic moments of the neutron 
deficient europium, samarium and promethium isotopes. The practical 
aspects of radioactive beam production, and transport, and low temperature 
nuclear orientation will be discussed, as an introduction to the 
experimental results presented in chapters five and six.
3.2 Radioactive beam production and transport
3.2.1 The Nuclear Structure Facility at Daresbury
The Nuclear Structure Facility (NSF) is situated withinthe Daresbury 
Laboratory, Warrington, Cheshire, England, and provides a wide variety of 
ion beams which are used by UK and overseas experimenters in nuclear 
structure physics.
The NSF houses a 20MV tandem Van de Graaff generator, which consists 
of an ion source, an evacuated beam tube, a steel pressure vessel filled 
with SF^ gas, an insulating column and centre terminal, as shown 
schematically in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic view of the 20 MV tandem accelerator at Daresbury.
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Figure 3.2 Floor plan of the experimental areas at Daresbury.
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The singly charged negative ions produced by the ion source, are 
accelerated by a 500 KV supply through a 90° bending magnet into the 
pressure vessel. Once inside the vessel, the negatively charged ions are 
accelerated towards the positively charged centre terminal, where they are 
stripped of many of their electrons by collisions in a thin carbon foil. 
The positively charged ions are then accelerated away from the centre 
terminal to ground, and out of the vessel through a rotating 90° bending 
magnet into one of 3 experimental areas shown in figure 3.2.
The charge is brought onto and taken off the centre terminal by the 
laddertron, a continuous loop of metal rungs moving at 10ms ^ . It can
produce very stable voltages of up to 20MV.
The energy gain of the beam passing through the carbon stripper foil 
can be quite dramatic. For ^°Ti charge state 1-, the energy before hitting 
the carbon foil would be 20.5MV x 1. After passing through the foil,
losing 11 electrons, it will gain 10 x 20MV going to ground. In effect the
beam can have its energy increased by a factor of 10 or so, just by the 
act of passing through the carbon foil. The beam from the vertical tandem 
is then deflected through 90° and focussed by a magnetic quadrupole 
doublet onto the target of the DOLIS on-line ion source.
3.2.2 The isotope separator
At Daresbury, the isotope separator (DOLIS) on-line to the 20 MV NSF
Tandem Van de Graff accelerator, can produce a variety of stable or
radioactive beams. The DOLIS layout with its beam lines is shown in figure 
3.4, a detailed description has been given by Grant et al The NSF
beam passes through an appropriate target placed outside the separator ion
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source and the heavy ion fusion reaction products are stopped in the 
"catcher" of the ion source, after passing through a thin tungsten window. 
An essential requirement here, is that the time for the release of the 
radioactive products from the catcher and their ionization should be short 
so that the limitation on the accessible half life is not too severe.
Two types of ion source are operational at Daresbury, a FEBIAD and a 
thermal ion source Both these sources operate at high temperatures
(above 2000^0 and are shown schematically in figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). 
The secondary beam from the ion source is extracted and may be accelerated 
up to 100 keV. The 30 KV extractor backs off the 100 KV accelerating 
supply so that the secondary beam energy does not depend on the extractor 
voltage. In practice, the ions are usually accelerated by only 60 KV. Mass 
separation is achieved by a 60  ^bending magnet with a resolution of 1 part 
in 700. The alignment of the ion source and the focal plane axes may be 
viewed through the magnet vacuum chamber.
Cathode
Tungsten cavity
Electron \ —beam
■  Field
Catcher
FEBIAD ion source
::g> DOLIS
Thermal ion source
Figures 3.3a and 3.4b. Schematic diagrams of the FEBIAD and Thermal ion
[WA89]sources at used at Daresbury.
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Figure 3.4 Artists view of the isotope separator at Daresbury. [WA89]
The beam optics is flexible and good transport conditions are obtained by 
X-Y steering plates, an einzel lens and an electrostatic quadrupole 
triplet situated after the ion source position. Beyond the focal plane is 
the electrostatic switchyard system which can direct the separated beams 
to three different beam lines (figure 3.4), One of the beam lines leaves 
the switchyard on the axis of the focal plane chamber, and the other two 
are at ±40° to the central line.
The central beam line leads into the the ^He-^He dilution 
refrigerator used for the LTNO experiments. A 5° bend is introduced on 
this line before the beam enters the dilution refrigerator to enable 
reduction of thermal radiation and neutral beam heating of the system. The 
right hand line is dedicated for collinear laser spectroscopy, and the 
left-hand line is utilised for y-y and e-y spectroscopy. One of the 
interesting features of the switchyard is simultaneous beaming to the
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left-hand and central beam lines (of masses A-2 and A respectively at A 
140) .
3.3 The He- He dilution refrigerator
3 43.3.1 The He- He cooling process
The operation of the ^He-^He dilution refrigerator relies on the 
special properties of the ^He-^He mixture at low temperatures. Figure 3.5 
shows the phase diagram of ^Her^He mixtures at saturated vapour pressures. 
At the coexistence curve (T5 0.87K) the liquid spontaneously separates 
into two components; one of the phases being rich in ^He, and the other, 
rich in He, floats on the former. Below 0. IK the concentrated (upper)
3He phase becomes almost pure, whereas even at temperatures near to
4 3absolute zero the He (lower) rich phase still contains about 6.4% of He 
atoms, at equilibrium. Because of its zero nuclear spin and superfluid 
properties, liquid ^He is, below 0.5K, both thermally and hydrodynamically 
inert. It is a quantum mechanical ground state and has zero entropy. The
3 4Figure 3.5 Phase diagram of He/ He mixtures, where x is the He
concent rat ion.[L074]
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lighter ^He, in contrast, with its nuclear spin I = 1/2 obeys Fermi-Dirac
statistics and thus behaves differently: It has a high heat capacity and
large entropy. Through the act of pumping on the dilute phase, ^He is
preferentially removed by virtue of its higher vapour pressure. In order
to maintain the ^He-^He equilibrium concentration, ^He is drawn across the
phase boundary from the concentrated phase. This process can therefore be
considered as the "evaporation" of ^He atoms from the concentrated phase
into the "vacuum" provided by the dilute phase, hence leading to cooling.
A full discussion of the properties of He- He mixtures is given by 
[L074]Lounasmaa
3.3.2 The dilution refrigerator design
The principle of the dilution refrigerator was first suggested by 
London in 1951. The first cryostat of this type was built by Das De Bryn, 
Ouboter and Taconi in 1965, and in recent years temperatures qf a few mK 
are easily reached. A schematic view of the main features of a 
conventional ^He-^He dilution unit is shown in figure 3.6. In stable 
operation, the concentrated-dilute phase boundary lies in the mixing 
chamber, which is the coldest part of the refrigerator. The lower half of 
the mixing chamber, which contains the dilute phase, is connected to the 
still via a series of heat exchangers. The still is pumped by a large 
diffusion pump backed by a sealed rotary pump, preferentially removing ^He 
across (~ 95%) despite its low 7%) concentration in the dilute phase. 
As has already been noted, this leads to the migration of ^He across the 
phase boundary and consequently cooling. For optimal circulation rates an 
electric heater maintains the still at 0.8K. The ^He emerging from the
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rotary pump exhaust re-enters the cryostat via liquid nitrogen cold traps
which remove any air that may have leaked into the system. Once inside the
3 4cryostat/ the He is pre-cooled to 1.2K by contact with the pumped He pot
and then liquefied in the condenser. A flow impedance keeps the pressure
3 3of the He sufficiently high for condensation to occur. The He is further
cooled to 0.8K by contact with a wrap around heat exchanger on the still
and then returns to the mixing chamber via a concentric tube continuous
heat exchanger and four sintered silver step heat exchangers, where
cooling takes place by contact with the outgoing ^He from the pumped
Room Temperature
He3 Gas
Condenser
Still 0.6K
Flow Impedance
Heat Exchangers
Concentrated Dilute Stieant 
Mostly He4
Mixing Cttamber 
004K
Figure 3.6 Dilution refrigerator operating principle.
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dilute phase. The efficiency with which the pre-cooling process is 
performed is one of the limitations on the minimum attainable temperature.
The conventional cryostat design external to the dilution unit shown 
in figure 3.7, consists of the Inner and Outer Vacuum Chambers (IVC and 
OVC; both evacuated to pressures < 10  ^ x) which enclose the main ^He
bath. Within the OVC lies a radiation shield maintained at 77K by a liquid 
nitrogen cooled jacket. The IVC contains the dilution unit, the main 
helium bath on its outer face acting as a 4.2K heat shield. Finally, in 
thermal contact with the dilution unit there is the 1.2K ^He pot (fed 
either continuously or intermittently by the main bath), the 0.8K heat 
shield (attached to the still) and the 25mk heat shield.
The experimental samples and thermometers are soldered to a copper 
cold finger screwed into the base of the mixing chamber.
Liquid n itro g e n
77K stiie ld
U  U
1 2K pot 
O u te r vacuum can
In n e r  vacuum can  
T o p -lo a d  rad ia tio n  b a ff le  
Liquid helium  
Still shield 
S ilver d ilu tio n  unit
S tainless s te e l bellows 4K shield
M ixing chamber
Fixed a p e r tu re  a t  t K
Sample holder
Ir is  a t 77K 1'5T m agnetF arad ay  cup at U K
Lead sh ie ld in g
100cm
3 4 [GN87]Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram of He/ He cryostat,showing 4K side access.
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3.3.3 The operation of the dilution unit
In attaining the base temperature in a continuous mode, a balance
must be struck between the extra cooling induced by increasing the rate at
which ^He crosses the phase boundary, and the consequent additional 
heating caused by the greater volume of returning gas and lower heat 
exchange efficiency at higher circulation rates. For the Daresbury On-Line 
Isotope Separator Cryogenic On-Line Device (DOLIS-COLD) refrigerator, the 
optimum ^He circulation rate is ~ 400 fimoles s ^. With the 4K baffle of 
the side access tube shut (see subsection 3.3.4) this can lead to a base 
temperature of ~ 8mK.
Experimentally in LTNO it is important to be able to vary the 
temperature of the refrigerator in some way. In principal this can be done 
by adjusting the power output of the still heater, hence changing the 
circulation rate. However, this is a rather uncertain and unreliable
method. Greater control is achieved by adding known quantities of heat
directly into the mixing chamber via a thermally attached resistor. If 
this power input is denoted by Q then it can be shown  ^ that
Q = C (T^  - tJ ) (3.1)me base
where T is the actual temperature of the mixing chamber and T theme base
temperature which would be achieved in the absence of Q. From a knowledge
of the parameters C and T it is possible to select the requiredbase
temperature by supplying the appropriate current to the mixing chamber 
resistor. For the DOLIS-COLD refrigerator typical values for these 
parameters are
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c = 0.019 uWK  ^ and T, = 8mK ^ base
3.3.4 The cooled side access
In an on-line experiment the dilution unit has three extra heat loads 
placed upon it in addition to the usual heat leaks. These are caused by 
both the thermal radiation from the incoming beam line, the kinetic energy 
of the 60 keV mass separated beam itself, and the radioactive decay energy 
deposited. This heat load must be kept at the fiW level if temperatures of 
order lOmK are to be maintained. To this end the refrigerator is supplied 
with a one metre long side access tube, the inner copper wall of which is 
cooled to 4K by thermal contact with the refigerators main helium bath.
One metre from the cold finger there is a variable diameter iris at 
77K and at 40cm a fixed aperture lead plug, maintained at 4K by contact 
with the wall of the side access tube. These not only act as radiation 
baffles, but also prevent scattered beam from striking the target.
The detectors around the refrigerator (see subsection 3.6) are 
shielded against any activity accumulated on the lead plug by an 8cm wall 
of lead bricks. As beam transmission rates of > 90% are consistently 
achieved, this level of background radiation is never very great, (also, 
any activity on the plug is much further from the detectors than the 
target itself).
Finally, at 7cm from the sample position, there is a closeable 4K 
radiation baffle which has been modified to allow ion current 
measurements. This can be fully closed for off-line work or for beam 
diagnostics.
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3.4 Sairple preparation and polarization
In this work the host lattices have all been polycrystalline iron 
foils of at least 99.998 % purity. These are prepared by cold rolling an 
iron sheet down to a thickness of - 0. 1mm and then annealing under an 
atmosphere of dry hydrogen at a temperature of ~ 800 for 24 hours. 
Finally, just before use, the foil is chemically etched in a solution of 
54 vol % H^PO^(80 %) , 36 vol % H^O^(30 %) , 8.5 vol % distilled water and
1.5 vol % butoxyethanol .
The nuclear orientation thermometers used in this thesis, namely 
^CoFe, and ^^^IrFe were prepared by high temperature diffusion of the 
radioactive isotope in iron  ^  ^^ . After etching, > 99 % of nuclei in
full substitutional lattice sites can be consistently achieved.
The host foil and thermometer are soldered onto a solid, high purity, 
copper cold finger which screws into a copper adapter attached to the 
mixing chamber of the dilution unit. The DOLIS refrigerator has a top 
loading facility which enables the cold finger to be changed whilst the 
refrigerator is running. This process which typically takes ~ 3 hours, is 
often of vital importance to an on-line experiment where the target foil 
may need to be changed to remove unwanted longer lived activities built up 
in the sample during implantation.
The loaded sample and thermometer lie at the centre of a 1.5T 
superconducting split coil magnet, which is used to polarize the magnetic 
domains in the foils. Typically a field of ~ 0.7T is applied, which
provides not only magnetic saturation but also ensures that the solder is 
not superconducting and hence a good thermal contact to the cold finger is
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achieved. The field produced by the magnet has a homogeneity of 1 % over 
the sample volume.
3.5 The Mini-Beam Line
The Mini-Beam Line is a general purpose line which in the past has 
mainly been used for electron conversion studies, allowing the measurement 
of gamma ray multipolarities and facilitating the search for EO 
transitions.
The beam line terminates in two cubes. The mass separated beam enters 
the upper cube directly and is collected on a moveable 6.4 mm wide 
cassette tape. Activity can therefore be transported down to the lower 
cube. In this way longer lived isotopes can be studied in the absence of 
shorter lived varieties and vice-versa. Both cubes have re-entrant covers 
to allow the detectors to be positioned <4cm away from tape for 
coincidence neasurements. Electron spectroscopy is carried out using a 
mini-orange magnetic filter in conjunction with a cooled Si(Li) detector. 
The electrons are focussed onto the face of the Si(Li) detector (which is 
shielded from direct gamma rays by a lead plug in the axis of the magnet) 
while positrons are defocussed and therefore not detected.
Spectroscopic studies which can be performed on the mini-beam line 
include :
1. y - y coincidence
2. y - j3 coincidence
3. conversion electron spectroscopy
4. half-life measurements
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3.6 Data acquisition
For the work described in this thesis gamma rays have been observed 
using either hyperpuregermanium or Ge(Li)detectors, which combine 
reasonable photopeak efficiency (either ~ 25% , or ~ 80% relative to a 3" 
X 3" Nal detector at 25cm from the source) with adequate resolution 
(typically ~ 2.4 keV at 1333 keV). For low temperaturedirectional
distribution measurements these are positioned axially (8=0) and 
equatorially (0=7r/2) with respect to the polarization axis and detect 
gamma events in singles mode. The Daresbury configuration allows for two 
axial and two equatorial detectors to be used. The detector to source 
distance is ~ 8cm. A block diagram illustrating singles mode data 
acquisition is shown in figure 3.8.
HT
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Spectra
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ADCAmplifierD e t e c  to r
HpGe
Even t m a nager
GEC
Figure 3.1L Block diagram illustrating singles mode data acquisition.
In order to correct for dead time losses in the system see 
(subsection 4.3) a pulse generator is connected to the test input of the 
detector pre-amplifier. The pulsar frequency is normally set to " 10 Hz
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and has an amplitude such that it is placed at a convenient position at 
the high energy end of the gamma ray spectrum. The pre-amplifier signals 
are amplified and directed into standard Analogue to Digital Converters. 
Once the signals have passed through the ADC they are processed by the GEC 
event manager, and recorded into 4k spectra for subsequent analysis.
3.7 Thermometry
In any nuclear orientation experiment accurate measurement of the low 
temperature is of the utmost importance. The natural approach for such 
measurements is to capitalise upon the LTNO effect itself. An 
experimentally viable LTNO thermometer needs to satisfy several important 
conditions, namely:
1. -the hyperfine interaction is well known and a 100 % occupation of 
full substitutional sites in the host lattice can be relied upon,
2. the decay scheme is simple with accurately known U^A^ 
coefficients,
3. the nuclear spin relaxation time is short.
Further experimental considerations of less thermometric importance 
include long half lifes and small radioactive heating. A nuclear 
orientation thermometer subject to the above constraints will therefore, 
by the use of equation (2.88), have a known (or calculable) temperature 
dependence of gamma ray directional distribution. Hence the measurement of 
gamma ray distribution will yield the temperature of the thermometer 
(which is assumed throughout this thesis to be in thermodynamic 
equilibrium with the host lattice).
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The useful temperature range of a thermometer can be defined in terms
of the sensitivity function TÔW(0,T)/ôT. The maximum of the sensitivity
function (for axial measurements) is denoted T . The upper and lowermax
limits of the useful temperature range, T and T^ , define the region where
the sensitivity function is greater than 5 %. These properties for some of
the most frequently used LTNO thermometers are shown in table 3.1 [ ^^  _
Not surprisingly, there is little difference between T and themax
temperature for which the Boltzmann parameter {3 (2.27) is one.
The experiments described in this thesis were performed on neutron 
deficient light rare-earth nuclei, where the magnitude of the hyperfine 
fields are expected to be large for an iron host. Consequently the 
temperature at which these nuclei become fully oriented is sometimes 
expected to be unusually high (~ 40mK) necessitating the use of a
thermometer with good sensitivity at relatively high temperatures (~ 
200mK) . Therefore a relatively novel thermometer in the form of^^^IrFe
57was used in conjunction with a conventional CoFe thermometer, for the 
directional distribution measurements described in chapters five and six. 
The maximum of the sensitivity function for ^^^IrFe is calculated to be 
38mK, with a useful temperature range of 7mK to 200mK for the 468keV y-ray 
transition. The decay schemes for ^^Co and ^^^Ir are shown in figures 3.9 
and 3.10 respectively.
The accuracy of this method of thermometry has previously been put to 
the test by a direct comparison of a ^^CoCo(hcp) thermometer against a 
Josephson junction noise thermometer [so8 o] the temperature range 
10-50mK, the results show only a 0.5% difference in the implied 
temperatures from the two devices. Hence the measurement of temperature by 
the LTNO method with errors in the region of 1-2% is relatively
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straightforward and unambiguous.
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57Figure 3.9 y-ray decay scheme following the (3-decay of C O .
Thermometer (keV) (mK) (mK) T (mK) max T (mK) u
5 4MnFe 834.8 -9.2 1.8 7.2 51
^^MnNi 834.8 -13.1 2.6 10 . 4 74
^^CoFe 136.5 -14.2 2.9 12.4 90
” c o ^ 136.5 -5.9 1.2 5.2 37
60C^oCo (hep) 1173.2 -6.1 1.3 6.9 50
®°CoFe 1173.2 -8.0 1.8 9.0 66
^°CoNi 1173.2 -3.3 0.8 3.7 27
166 mHo Ho (hep) 810.3 137 32 137 750
Table 3.1 The useful temperature ranges of the more commonly used LTNO 
[MA87]thermometers.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Dat a Analysis
4.1 Introduction
As has been shown in chapter 2, the angular distribution of gamma
radiation from an oriented source is the combined effect of a great many
properties of the nuclear system. This chapter will deal with the methods
by which these nuclear properties (hyperfine interaction, oriented spin, 
daughter spins and multipole mixing ratios) are extracted from 
experimental measurements.
4,2 Spectrum analysis
Once acquired, the gamma ray spectra are analysed using the Daresbury 
GEC peak analysis program. This package offers two methods of extracting 
the gamma ray peak areas from these spectra. The first of these, 
integrates the counts in the region of interest and subtracts a 
background linearly interpolated between lower and upper background 
regions. An example of such a peak integration, with its associated region 
defining markers, is shown in figure 4.1. Markers 3 — > 4 define the lower 
background region, 1 — > 2 the region of interest and 5 — > 6 the upper 
background region.
The second method, performs a multiple Gaussian peak fit, allowing 
unresolved multiplets to be analyzed. This method invokes a least squares
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fit to the function
y(x) = + b^x + j A^exp
p=i
Z . . 2X  - cpcrI P J (4.1)
ÏS ÎR .îr -s s F -« .C'«L.rjtj.Ey»tgFs .
XXXXXXXXXXX
8^154
xX ^^xxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxxxxxxxx^
Figure 4.1 Example of a non peak fitting peak integration.
where x is the spectrum channel number. The parameters b^  ^ define the
background, while c and cr are the centroids and Full Width Half Maximap p
of the N peaks labelled by p. Initial guesses for c^ are required. These 
are provided by the placement of markers pi and p2, the markers rl and r2 
being used to define the beginning and end of the region to be fitted. 
These are illustrated for the case of a doublet in figure 4.2.
Since the peak shapes need not necessarily be truly Gaussian, the non
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peak fitting procedure is used in preference to the Gaussian fit, unless 
the use of the fit is forced by the inadequate resolution of multiplet 
peaks.
Frequently the background under the peak of interest is 
discontinuous. In these cases, the 122 keV peak of  ^Co being a good 
example, the behaviour of the background under the peak is not clearly 
defined. The GEC spectrum analysis program allows for this by enabling 
peak markers to be saved into a file, enabling peak markers to be 
transferred from one spectrum to another. Thus although both the peak 
integrating routines described above
..tt
+ i +
! $
tiii. -•tt
Figure 4.2 Example of a double Gaussian fit for peak integration.
may subtract a discontinuous background in a non-unique way, this is to a 
large extent compensated by the fact that each peak and its associated 
background is treated consistently in all spectra.
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4.3 Experimental determination of W(0)
In chapter 2 the directional distribution W{0) of gamma rays from an 
LTNO source (2.86) was derived. For a particular gamma ray this can be 
related to the observed peak area N^(0) by the expression
N (0) = W (0) I e n o  (4.2)y y ? y
where I^ is the gamma ray intensity per parent decay and D denotes the 
number of parent decays during the counting period. The detector is 
assumed to have a gamma ray detection efficiency and to subtend a solid 
angle Q at the source.
The parameter D may be evaluated explicitly for the case where the 
sample decays according to the usual exponential decay law, with decay 
constant X. Thus for a spectrum whose counting period is of length t 
and commences at time tstart
real
D =
rt , + tstart real .
e-At dt
ts tart
^ _ ^ -Xtrealj ^.3,
where constant coefficients have been neglected for simplicity. It is 
clear that the factors D depend on the counting period of the spectrum. 
However, it is necessary to distinguish between the period for which the 
ADC was actually available for the processing of signals, t , and thelive
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total counting period, t . Since in the course of registering a signalreal
the ADC is unable to receive further data, these two times will differ by
an amount equal to the dead time, t . Typically this constitutes 5-25%
of the counting time, depending on the count rate. This can be accounted
for by introducing a corrective factor, t /t . Hencelive real
D = t, R (4.4)live
where the rate R is given by
real
Experimentally it is necessary to have some means of determining the 
live time, and the real time of the data acquisition system as a whole. 
This is achieved by the puiser method^^°^^\ in which an artificial peak 
is introduced into the measured gamma ray spectrum by a stable pulse 
generator, whose signals are fed into the pre-amplifier of the detector 
(see section 3.6). These undergo the same pulse processing as the nuclear 
events and are subject to almost the same counting losses. Therefore the 
area of the puiser peak divided by the constant repetition rate yields the 
live time.
However, there is a systematic error associated with such a
correction. Namely the fact that the puiser signals come more or less 
evenly spaced in time and hence they are able to interact with the gamma 
ray signals, which are randomly distributed in time, but not with
themselves. As a result the puiser signals can only correct for the
partial gamma ray deadtime, not the total dead time to which they
themselves contribute. For the most part these errors can be avoided if
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the puiser frequency is sufficiently low that the ratio of its dead time 
to that of the gamma ray is kept below 10% .
If p denotes the puiser peak area and f its repetition rate, then 
from (4.4) one obtains
D = - R (4.6)
Generally peak areas from several spectra j acquired under similar 
conditions are summed. Hence
lyCyO R, (4.7,
In order to eliminate the puiser repetition rate, relativeintensity, 
efficiency and solid angle terms, "warm" counts are taken at a 
sufficiently high temperature, usually ~ IK, so that the directional 
distribution becomes isotropic (W(0) = a constant). Therefore by taking
the "cold" to "warm" ratio and rearranging
I ,  <N/P)j(6) I
W(0) = ------------  X-------
■ zXi
where the subscript y has been dropped for simplicity and the labels j and 
k are understood to refer to summation over "cold" and "warm" spectra 
respectively. From this expression, the fundamental measurement in LTNO, 
the anisotropy, can be defined to be (W(0) - 1)%.
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So far only one specific mode of source decay has been considered. If 
the source is fed by one or more decaying parent nuclei, then D can be 
derived (from 4.3) in an identical manner using instead a 
multi-exponential integrand. Where the source is produced continuously 
on-line, the explicit time dependence of the integrand is unknown as a 
result of the variable production rate. However, the argu ments leading to 
(4.3), (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) are still valid, even though R is unknown.
LTNO experiments generally detect the gamma radiation directional 
distribution at two angles, axial (0 = 0) and equatorial (0 = u/2) . The 
data acquisition procedure is such that the counting period begins and 
ends simultaneously in all detectors. Corresponding axial and equatorial 
spectra will therefore have common values of R. Applying (4.8) to the 
ratio of axial and equatorial directional distributions, with the 
condition that the summations over the two directions are identical, 
yields
W(0)
W(7T/2)
(N/p) (0) (N/p}^(n/2)
(N/p}^(0) {N/p}. (71/2)
(4.9)
In this way the observed gamma ray peak areas (with puiser normalisation) 
can be directly related to the theoretical angular distribution without 
making any assumptions as to the nature of the source decay.
The terms on the right hand sides of (4.8) and (4.9) are, in the 
absence of any previous knowledge, multiparameter expressions. Assuming 
the truncated directional distribution (2.87) leads to just two unknown
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parameters, y f B U A and T f B U A . In order to calculate these ^ ^ 1 1 2 2 2  1 4 4 4
separately it is necessary to retain the two independent axial and 
equatorial anisotropies (4.8), thus allowing the separation of the two 
terms by Gaussian elimination. In this way and in the case where the axial 
and equatorial solid angle correction factors are identical one obtains
T f B (B^  ) U A Q  = |j3(W(0) - 1) - 8(W(ti/2) - 1)1 (4.10)L i 1 2 hyp 2 2 2 / I
and
y f B (B^  )U A Q = ^ |(W(0) - 1) + 2 (W(tt/2) - 1)1 (4.L i 1 4 hyp 4 4 4 7 1 I 11:
When the series is confined to X = 2 by any of the conditions of (2.71), 
or if a priori knowledge allows the two parameters to be related, then 
there is no loss of information incurred by considering only 
axial/equatorial ratios.
Finally, it should be noted that the R factors can be removed from 
(4.8) without calculation by normalizing to a gamma ray peak that is known 
to exhibit no anisotropy. Presumably this would be by virtue of it having 
arisen from a level of spin zero or one half, and it must belong to the 
nucleus under consideration in order to achieve the decay correction. In 
this way, separate axial and equatorial anisotropies may be obtained even 
in the case of on-line sources. However, since a suitable transition may 
either not be available or may be statistically poor, this is not 
universally applicable unlike the axial/equatorial method.
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4.4 Temperature determination
The temperature is determined from the anisotropy of an isotope whose 
gamma-ray8 have well known orientation coefficients. Since these 
thermometers are invariably off-line sources, for which the R factors are 
always calculable, the temperatures can be extracted from either axial, 
equatorial, or axial/equatorial anisotropies, A more complete discussion 
of thermometry sources is given in section 3.7.
4.5 Experimental determination of the LTNO parameters
4.5.1 The hyperfine interaction
The extraction of the hyperfine interaction generally proceeds from a 
least squares fit to the temperature dependence of the experimental 
anisotropies. If the anisotropies are denoted by with errors they 
will correspond to the inverse temperature 1/T^. If the appropriate 
angular distribution function (axial, equatorial, or axial/equatorial) to 
be fitted to these data is E(l/T ,a ) which depends on the parameters a ,1 m m
2then the reduced X quality of fit is defined as
= y -2 (E(l/T ,a ) - E (4.12)/-( cr^ 1 m 1
Optimum values for the parameters a are then found such that X  ^ ism
minimised in the parameter space. The error (rice ) on the parameter is
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determined, from the method outlined by Cline and Lesser tcL70]^  which 
includescorrections due to correlated errors. In this method the 
statistical quantity S (a ) is introduced and corresponds to the per 
degree of freedom (X^  (N-p) , where N is the number of independent 
measurements and p the number of parameters being determined). Figure 4.3 
shows a typical dependence of the statistic S on a parameter a for data 
fitted to an arbitrary function.
The value which determines the error in the parameter ct shown in
figure 4.3, is calculated using
F(p ,N - p, 1 - p) (4.13)
S
S(5)
0+Sqq-Sq 0
Figure 4.3 Error determination of a parameter <X determined by regression
analysis, using the variation of the \  per degree of freedom with a.
where F(p,N-p,l-p) is the statistical F distribution, for the 100(1-^) 
confidence level. The F coefficient is approximately unity for N large and
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/3 = 0.317 which is the confidence level corresponding to one standard 
deviation.
In the case of directional distributions, the parameters a refer to 
the f,, the hyperfine interaction (electric and magnetic), the U. and the 
(or the multipole mixing ratio ô) . Hence by performing a fit to the 
temperature dependent data the hyperfine interaction may be deduced. In 
principle, since the orientation parameters depend on both the Boltzmann 
parameter ^ and the oriented spin I , it is also possible to deduce I in 
the fitting procedure. In practice the presence of morethan one lattice 
site with non-zero hyperfine interaction, or even the relative effects of 
the second and fourth rank terms, often have a greater influence on the 
shape of the temperature dependence and so the more subtle shape 
differences due to I may be lost.
4.5.2 The angular distribution and de-orientation coefficients
Once the hyperfine interaction and hence the orientation parameters
are known, then the and A. coefficients can be calculated from (4.10),A A
(4.11), (and also from (4.9) if only second rank terms are present). They 
are also obtained, if sometimes less reliably where both second and fourth 
rank terms occur, as by products of the above fitting procedure. In fact 
if only axial/equatorial ratios are available then this latter method is 
the only way in which the second and fourth rank terms can be separated if 
both are present.
Since neither the nor the A. coefficients are temperature
dependent they cannot be distinguished experimentally. In the case where 
the source is "soluble" in the host matrix (2.88) the same is also true of
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f and so experimentally it is only possible to determine the product
fU-A . The U A can only be calculated separately if the factor f can be A A A A
determined from a gamma-ray with known U_A. coefficients. If the source is
"insoluble" then the more general directional distribution formula (2.87)
must be invoked. Here the f,, by virtue of their association with the
B (B^  ) coefficients, scale not only the magnitude of the anisotropy butA hyp
also its temperature dependence. Thus the parameters f. are determined
directly in the fitting process and the U.A can be obtained immediately.A A
Further analysis depends on the knowledge of certain details in the 
decay scheme of the daughter:
1. If the coefficients can be calculated theoretically for a
certain level according to (2.67) and (2.69), then the A^ coefficients can 
be deduced for all gamma rays arising from this level. From these it is 
possible to calculate any one of the properties ô. I., I^  using (2.63), 
provided that the other two are known. Occasionally, if the A
coefficients are consistent with a transition of pure multipolarity, then 
it is possible to deduce either one of the initial or final level spins 
knowing only the other.
2. If the coefficients of a level are not calculable, then in
order to deduce them experimentally one relies on the knowledge of the A.^A
coefficients for one of the daughter transitions. The U. coefficients thus 
derived can, if sufficient information is known, be used to determine any
I and the relative intensities of the feeding
transitions (see subsection 2.2.7) . Further analysis then proceeds using
the method outlined in 1.
In this way it is possible to extract a great deal of useful
spectroscopic information about the daughter nucleus provided that certain 
details of the decay scheme are known. Without being privy to such 
details, however, the analysis of LTNO data frequently proceeds little 
further than the extraction of the hyperfine interaction.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Hyperfine field Determination Fo r Eu, Sm , and p m Isotopes In  Fe .
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in chapter one, the relative importance of both the 
independent and collective motions of the nucleons within the nucleus may 
be deduced from the magnitude of the ground state magnetic moment. The 
experiments described in the following chapter have therefore been 
performed on the neutron deficient europium, samarium, and promethium 
isotopes, using the technique of on-line low temperature nuclear 
orientation, in order to measure their ground state magnetic moments, and 
hence investigate the associated nuclear structure.
In order to extroucb a value for the magnitude of the ground state 
magnetic moment, it requires that the value of the hyperfine field of the 
nucleus is known or can be measured. The experiments described in this 
chapter therefore attempt to address this problem, using the technique of 
LTNO for nuclei with a known value for fi.
1425.2 Low temperature nuclear orientation of Eu
The magnitude of the isomeric magnetic moment of ^^^Eu has been 
measured previously, by the technique of collinear laser spectroscopy to 
be 2.98  ^^ . The motivation to study the nucleus Eu^^^ arose
however, from the necessity to measure the magnitude of the hyperfine 
field of europium isotopes in iron. As discussed in chapter 2, the value
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of the hyperfine field for any isotope of a particular element should be a
142constant, A measurement of the hyperfine interaction of Eu in an iron 
host will therefore yield a universal value for the hyperfine field of all 
isotopes of Eu in iron, at least for those implanted under the same 
conditions, that is at very low temperatures (as opposed to room 
temperature annealed).
5.2.1 Experimental procedure
In order to choose the appropriate beam species and energy, with an 
appropriate target, CASCADE  ^ calculations were performed to
establish the maximum cross-section for the production of ^^^Eu from a 
selection of possible fusion reaction product processes. Allowance had to 
be made however for the energy loss of the incident beam as it passes 
through the target foil (typically of order 3mgcm ^ ) , placed outside the 
ion source of the isotope separator, as described in subsection 3.2.2 .
The choice of the fusion reaction for the production of ^^^Eu is therefore 
given by eq"^  5.1:
220MeV 4*Ti + ^Vo — > ^ "^ E^u + p3n (5.1)
Once ionised the recoil products were extracted from the thermal ion 
source, accelerated to 60keV, mass separated using a 60° bending magnet,
and the A=142 radioactive beam implanted into an iron foil spidered to the
copper cold finger of the He/'^ He dilution refrigerator.
A polarizing field of 0,7 tesla was applied across the iron foil
within the dilution refrigerator using a split coil superconducting
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magnet, and both ^^Co and thermometers were used to monitor the
temperature of the implanted nuclei. Four hyperpure Ge detectors (two 
axial, two equatorial to the polarizing field direction) were placed 
around the dilution refrigerator in order to measure the y-ray anisotropy 
following the p-decay of ^^ E^u.
In order to obtain a normalised set of anisotropies , the y-ray 
anisotropy when the nuclei are "warm" (i.e. when the emitted radiation is 
isotropic) was measured by stopping the circulation of the dilution 
refrigerator, resulting in a rise in temperature of the nuclei to ~ IK.
The temperature dependences of y-ray anisotropy following the /3-decay 
of the A=142 implants were then recorded using the four hyperpure Ge 
detectors for successive counting periods of twenty minutes. Periodically 
the temperature of the implanted nuclei was changed by varying the power 
to the resistive heater thermally attached to the mixing chamber of the 
dilution refrigerator, using values ranging between 0 — > 600/ixW, 
corresponding to a temperature range of between 8 — > lOOOmK.
5.2.2 Experimental results.
A typical y-ray singles spectrum obtained over a 20 minute counting 
period, for one of the 80% efficient (relative to a 3" by 3" Nal) 
hyperpure Ge detectors for A=142 nuclei at IK is shown in figure 5.1
As described in chapter three, the use of ^^Co comelted into an 
iron lattice provides a convenient and accurate way of measuring absolute 
temperatures below lOOmK. The solubility of ^^^Ir in an iron lattice can 
not however be relied upon, and consequently the fraction of Ir implants 
experiencing the full substitutional hyperfine field may be less than
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Fig 5.1 y-ray singles spectra for mass A=142 implanted into the dilution
refrigerator, collected for an axial detector at T-lK.
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100%. A temperature dependence of y-ray anisotropy following the p-decay
of ^^^Ir was therefore measured using the ^^Co thermometer , and is shown
192in fig 5.2. The strength of the hyperfine interaction for Ir in Fe is
known from the literature to be 282.2 fi T, and the coeffiecients aren A  A
easily calculable from the decay scheme to be: U A = -0.3814 and U A =2 2 4 4
-0.1537. Hence a fit to the data shown in fig 5.2 using the two site model 
described in section 2.3 yields a value for f (the fraction of Ir 
implants experiencing the full substitutional field) of 99.6(7)%, with a 
X of 1.31.
1/T (K-1)
10,0 . 120.
1 9 2 I R
10.-
- 20 .-
- 3 0 . -
- 5 0 . -
- 6 0  . -
Pig 5.2 Temperature dependence of the 4 58keV y-ray anisotropy following
192the ]3-decay of Ir.
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The high value for the fraction  ^for Ir implants in Fe (effectively
192100% ) made the use of the IrFe thermometer in conjunction with the 
^^CoFe ideal for the measurement of temperatures for all the experiments 
described in this and the following chapter. However the difference in 
sensitivity functions between ^^^Ir and ^^Co for temperature 
determination, coupled with the relative strengths in activity, resulted 
in the use of the Ir thermometer for temperature measurements above 30mtC 
and the Co thermometer for temperatures below 30mK (using the 136keV y-ray 
following p-decay).
Figure 5.3 shows the y-ray decay scheme following the 0-decay of
142Eu. The spin and parity of the metastable state quoted tentatively in 
brackets to be 7 has been measured directly by the technique of collinear 
laser spectroscopy  ^ g  ^ and this value has been used to
calculate the U coefficients.A
Figures 5.4a and 5.4b show the temperature dependences of y-ray 
anisotropy following the 0-decay of for the 557keV transition, for
both pairs of Ge detectors (each pair comprising one axial and one 
equatorial detector with respect to the external polarizing field). The 
calculation of the coefficients for this transition is relatively
straightforward, due to the transition appearing in the "high spin" part 
of the decay scheme where the 0-feeding is strong and direct, and the 
feeding of the transition level from preceding y-rays is simple and weak. 
Consequently the coefficients may be calculated (assuming the beta
transition is an allowed Gamow-S'eller Atp =l transition for 8~—^ 7~) to be 
: - 0.9068 ; = 0.7113. Assuming a pure El transition for the 5 — >
4^ y-ray the A^ coefficients may be calculated to be: A^ = 0.2944 ; A^ = 
0.0.
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Figure 5.3 y-ray decay scheme following the /3-dec.«vy of
A fit to the experimental data presented in figures 5.4a and 5.4b 
thus proceeds rather simply (due to the X=4 terms vanishing) yielding the 
following fitted values for the strength of the hyperfine interaction 
(/i.B) and f:
fi.B ((1 T) # (%) %
Pair 1 360 (25) 44.5(2.0) 1.39
Pair 2 302 (23) 46.7 (2.4) 3.58
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Taking a weighted average of the values obtained from above, the
strength of the hyperfine interaction of Eu in Fe can be deduced from
the 557keV y-ray to be 331(35)ju T. Taking the value for (J. [^ 8^5]n z
2.98jii^  it is possible to derive the magnitude of the hyperfine field of
EuFe to be 111 (12)T. This value differs from that quoted the
literature of B (EuFe) = 148.2 + 0.9 T, derived from Mossbauernf --
experiments. LTNO can measure only an average field, unlike Mossbauer 
measurements, where individual components of the B^^ can be identified. 
During LTNO experiments, radiation damage following implantation remains 
unannealed during the measurement, hence the vacancies associated with the 
impurity cannot be excluded. This leads to sites of lower symmetry,
thereby contributing to the difference in the B measured. Hence the LTNOhf
measured value for B^^ will be used throughout this thesis.
Figures 5.5a and 5.5b show the temperature dependence of the y-ray 
anisotropy for the 1023keV transition, again following the |3-decay of 
^^ E^u"', for both detector pairs 1 and 2. Similarly figures 5.6a and 5.6b 
show the y-ray anisotropy for the 7 68keV transition, following the 0-deoQ.y 
of both the ground and metastable states of ^^ E^u. Inspection of the decay 
scheme presented in figure 5.3 reveals that the complex nature of the 
y-ray feeding to the low lying y-ray transitions such as the 1023 and 
768keV lines, makes exact calculation of the U. coefficients impossible. 
In addition the 7 68keV transition , being fed by two differently oriented 
parents (^ ^^ Eu™, and ^^ E^u^ ) will present further problems when trying to 
extract its coefficients in particular. The statistical quality of the 
data presented in figures 5.5 and 5.6 is superior to that shown in figure 
5.4, yet the confidence in extracting an accurate value for the strength 
of the hyperfine interaction is reduced, due to the uncertainty in the
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Figure 5.4a Temperature dependence of the 557keV y-ray anisotropy
following the ^-decay of Eu for detector pair 1.
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Temperature dependence of the 557keV y-ray anisotropy
following the /3-decay of for detector pair 2.
evaluation of the coefficients. This apparent anomaly illustrates the 
impor tance of selecting a suitable y-ray transition, for the extraction 
of nuclear properties from LTNO experiments, striking a balance between 
observed y-ray intensity, and absence of ambiguity in the calculation of 
the coefficients.
Assuming the spins and parities presented in brackets in figure 5.3 
are correct, and neg lecting ^-feeding braacke^ of less than 4%, and the 
^-feeding of the ground state (spin/parity 1^ ), approximate values for the 
coefficients may be deduced. These are presented below, together with 
the fitted values for the strength of the hyperfine interaction and 
fraction of implants in substitutional sites obtained for both the 1023keV 
and 768keV transitions:
&aerigAj, (keV )
1023
1023
/I.B (fi^ T) 
404 (2?) 
334 (2.7)
f(%)
42 (1) 
45 (Z)
V a
-0.3696
-0.1539
X
1.68
5.03
768
768
395(25)
347 (X?-)
43(1)
46(%)
-0.3663
-0.1530
1.57
4.47
It is clear from the data obtained for mass A=142, that detector pair 
1 gave consistently higher values for the strength of the hyperfine 
interaction than detector pair 2. This systematic bias may be the result 
of the beam spot incident on the cooled Fe foil shifting during the course 
of the measurement. However, taking a weighted average of the two values 
was hoped, in part, to remove the statistical bias.
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Figure 5.5a Temperature dependence of the 1023keV y-ray anisotropy
142following the ^-decay of Eu, for detector pair 1.
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Figure 5.5b Temperature dependence of the 1023keV y-ray anisotropy 
142following the ^-decay of Eu, for detector pair 2.
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Figure 5.6a Temperature dependence of the 7 68KeV y-ray anisotropy
142following the ^-decay of Eu, for detector pair 1.
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Figure 5.6b Temperature dependence of the 768keV y-ray anisotropy
142following the ^-decay of Eu, for detector pair 2.
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5.3 Low temperature nuclear orientation of A = 141 isotopes.
The value of the hyperfine field of promethium isotopes in an iron 
host has not been previously measured. In order to determine the magnitude 
of the ground state magnetic dipole moment of promethium isotopes using 
the technique of LTNO, it is required that some means of measuring, or at 
least estimating that field is undertaken.
The nucleus ^^^Pm like ^^^Pm and '^^ P^m™ has a ground state spin and 
parity of 5/2^, arising from the strongly coupled odd proton to the 
rotating core. The ground state magnetic dipole moments of the nuclei 
^^^Pm and ^^ P^m"' have been measured using LTNO and Mdssbauer techniques 
[GR63],[BA70] be 3.78(50) and 3.55(10) respectively. If a similar
value is assumed for Pm then a measurement of the strength of the 
hyperfine interaction of Pm in an iron host will lead to a realistic 
estimate of its hyperfine field.
Measurements of the strength of the hyperfine interaction of ^^^Eu
and Sm"' in iron, will additionally serve to calibrate the hyperfine
field of these isoptopes in Fe, since both of their magnetic moments have
again been measured using the technique of collinear laser spectrosccopy 
[AH85 ] , [MI87 ]
5.3.1 Experimental procedure
The experimental procedure adopted for the experiments described in 
this section was similar to that presented in subsection 5.2.1 with the 
following exceptions :
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CASCADE calculations were performed, and the following combination
of beam energy and species with target was chosen to optimise the 
141production of Eu from the possible fusion reaction products:
48 9S 144 * 141210MeV Ti + Mo — > Gd Eu + p2n (5.2)
Once implanted into the Fe host the ^^^Eu nuclei with a half life of 
40s, decay into and with half lifes of 22.5 and 10.2 minutes
respectively, and then into ^^^Pm with a half life of 20.9 minutes. The 
relative shortness of halflife of these isotopes was
advantageous, since it made the measurement of their respective strengths 
of hyperfine interaction possible during the same experiment.
5.3.2 Experimental results for ^^^Eu
A typical y-ray singles spectrum obtained over a 20 minute counting 
period, for one of the 25% efficient hyperpure Ge detectors for A=141 is 
shown in figure 5.7. Figure 5.8 shows the y-ray decay scheme following the 
jS-decay of ^^ E^u*" ^  into Inspection of this decay scheme reveals
two good y-ray transitions for the extraction of the strength of the 
hyperfine interaction for ^^^Eu in Fe, namely the 384.5 and 382.9keV 
transitions. Both these y-rays correspond to the decay of the 3/2^ level 
to either a 3/2 or 1/2* state, where the A^  (and hence the A==4) terms are 
equal to zero. A fit to the experimental data presented in figures 5.9 and 
5. 10 for detector pair one, yields the following fitted values for the 
strength of the hyperfine interaction and the product
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Figure 5.7 y-ray singles spectrum for mass A=141 implanted into the
dilution refrigerator ror an axial Ge detector at T ~ IK.
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&riengy,(keV) %
382.9 412(43) -0.235(10) 2.29
384.5 486(37) +0.304(9) 2.12
Due to poor resolution in detector pair 2 (of order 2.5keV) the 
proximity in energy of the two gamma rays (1.6keV) made peak integration 
statistically poor, despite the use of the Gaussian doublet fitting 
routine described in chapter 4.
Using the literature value of 3.494(8) ju for the ground state 
magnetic dipole moment of ^^ E^u, and taking a weighted value for the 
measured strength of the hyperfine interaction presented above, it is 
possible to derive a value for B (the hyperfine field) of 129 (17)T, which 
compares favourably with that obtained from the ^^^Eu measurement.
5.3.3 Experimental results for
Figure 5.11 shows the y-ray decay scheme following the ^-decay of 
141 ra+g , ^ 141Sm into Pm. Inspection of the decay scheme reveals that the 777keV
y-ray transition is fed only by the decay of and has a high
tro.ruching ratio (-99%) , and so becomes an obvious candidate for the
extraction of the hyperfine interaction during the LTNO experiment. Since
the transition is from 11/2 — > 7/2 the multipolarity can be assumed to be
pure E2 with known A. coefficients. The U.. coefficients for the transitionA A
are fairly straightforward to estimate if it is assumed that the ^-feeding 
to the levels 2.1190 and 2.0916 MeV above the ground state are allowed 
Fermi or Gamow-Teller in nature ALp = 0 or 1 , implying U^A^ = -0.35(3) 
and U^A^ = -0.13(4) . A fit to the experimental data presented in figure
99
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5.12 for the 777keV transition yields a value for ji.B and  ^of 306(30)p.T
2and 54(3)% respectively, with a % of 0.73. Assuming the value of ji =
[OP87]0.83(2)/!^ measured using the technique of collinear laser 
spectroscopy , it is possible to deduce the value of B for Sm in Fe to be
369 (37)T, which is in broad agreement with the value quoted in the
literature of 314(35)T.
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Figure 5.12 Temperature dependence of the 777keV y-ray anisotropy
following the /3-decay of
1415.3.4 Experimental results for Pm
Figure 5.13 shows the y-ray decay scheme following the /3-decay of 
Pm into ^^Nd. Inspection of the decay scheme reveals the 1223keV y-ray 
arising from a 5/2 to 3/2 transition, and may be assumed to have an
101
admixture of Ml/ E2. Due to the complex nature of the y-ray feeding from 
levels of unknown, spin and parity to this level, the U. coefficients may 
not be calculated exactly. Therefore a fit to the experimental data 
presented in figure 5.14 proceeds by varying the parameters and fi.B.
Despite the strength of the feeding to the 5/2^ level, the quality of the 
data is poor, resulting in a fitted value of the strength of the hyperfine 
interaction of 1444 (352) p. T. Assuming a value of jll = 3.55(10) from the 
systematics of the ground state magnetic moments of odd A Pm isotopes, 
then a value of the hyperfine field of Pm isotopes in iron can be deduced 
to be 406(100)T.
The relatively high value for the hyperfine field of Pm isotopes in 
iron, in addition to the other light rare-earth isotopes studied, clearly 
makes thermometry in this region problematic. Although many Nuclear 
Orientation thermometers have been sucessfully used for the measurement of 
very low temperatures ( ~20mK) , the choice for the relatively high
temperatures (~ lOOmk) required in the light rare earth isotopes is very 
limited.
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C H A P T E R  S I X
Magnetic moments of the nuclei and
6.1 Introduction
The experiments described in this chapter were performed on the 
neutron deficient europium, samarium and promethium isotopes, in order to 
measure their respective ground-state dipole magnetic moments, using 
the technique of low temperature nuclear orientation. The motivation to 
measure the moments of these nuclei arose due to the reported 
triaxiality of the nuclei in this region, and the sensitivity of the value 
of /i to the underlying nuclear structure.
6.2 Low temperature nuclear orientation of A=139 isotopes.
Having established a value for the hyperfine field of Eu and Sm 
isotopes in Fe from measurements presented in the previous chapter, a 
measurement of the strength of hyperfine interaction of A=139 isotopes 
will yield the value of the magnetic moment fi. However, in order to 
extract a value of fi. from static nuclear orientation measurements, the 
value of the relaxation time (the time the nuclear implants reach 
thermodynamic equilibrium with the host lattice) must be small compared 
with the half life of the oriented parent nucleus. Therefore the 
experiments described in this section were performed to both measure fi for 
Eu and Sm*'' ( Sm^ having a ground state spin/parity = 1/2^ gives no 
y-ray anisotropy) and estimate the respective relaxation times.
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6.2.1 Experimental procedure,
In order to optimise the production of ^^^Eu CASCADE calculations 
were performed, and the following combination of beam energy and species 
with target was chosen:
48 94 142 * 139220MeV Ti + Mo Gd Eu + p2n (6.1)
Once implanted into the Fe host thermally attached to the copper cold 
finger of the dilution refrigerator, the ^^^Eu nuclei with a half life of 
22s decay into In order to extract a value for fi, temperature
dependencies of y-ray anisotropy were obtained following the same method 
outlined in subsection 5.2.1. To measure the spin lattice relaxation time 
of ^^^Eu and , a novel pulsed implantation technique was used. The
mass A=139 ions were implanted into an iron foil maintained at ~ lOmk^ . In 
order to build up the source , the activity was implanted for 10s and the 
counts in the axial and equatorial Ge detectors were collected for more 
than three half lifes, at an interval of 5s, before implanting again. 
During each of the 5s intervals the counts were stored in 2k 
routed spectra. This cycle was repeated for a period of a few hours to 
obtain adequate statistics.
In an attempt to isolate the relaxation time corresponding to Sm
13 9from that of its parent Eu, CASCADE calculations showed the following 
nuclear reaction would preferentially produce ^^^Sm directly:
238MeV ^^Ti + ^^Mo — > ^^ ^Gd* ^^^Sm + 2p3n (6.2)
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1396.2.2 Experimental results for Eu.
A typical y-ray singles spectrum obtained over a 20 minute counting 
period, for one of the 80% efficient hyperpure Ge detectors for A=139 is 
shown in figure 6.1. Figure 6.2 shows the y-ray decay scheme following 
the /3-decay of ^^^Eu into Inspection of the deca.y scheme reveals
the difficulty in choosing a suitable y-ray transition above the 11/2 
isomer with known coefficients. However, a fit to the experimental data 
presented in figures 6.3a and 6.3b for the 497 keV y-ray transition for 
both detector pairs, yields the following values for the product fX.B and 
(assuming the relaxation time is zero):
#(%) X
detector pair 1 665(59) 44(2) 1,12
detector pair 2 740(78) 37(2) 2.16
Using the value for the hyperfine field of Eu in Fe obtained 
following the orientation of ^^^Eu (see section 5.2), the value for the 
ground state magnetic dipole moment of ^^^Eu is readily calculated to be 
6.3(8)p .
In order to calculate the spin lattice relaxation time for ^^^Eu in
Fe, the temperature limit for the system must be determined, by comparing
the interaction temperature T with the lattice temperature T , whereint L
the interaction temperature is defined by eq^ 6.2.
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int (6.2)
13 9,Adopting a value of g = 1.18 for Eu, from systematics of odd A Eu
moments, and using the value of derived experimentally (section 5.2), 
it is possible to estimate the interaction temperature to be of order 
SOmK. When is compared to the lattice temperature, which was of order
lOmK, it can be shown that our system lies in the low temperature limit 
regime, where the relaxation time is given by eg" 6.3.
I T (6.3)int
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139The time dependent anisotropy for the 497 keV Eu y-ray, for at 
~ lOmK, in an external field of 0.7T is shown in figure 6.4. Using eg" 6.4 
the calculated values of W (8,t) for different values of T^, assuming 
1^(8,t=0) = 0, are also shown. A comparison of the saturation values of the 
anisotropy between our time and temperature dependent data shows that the 
former gives a higher value, from which it seems that the implanted Eu 
relax to the lattice temperature in a finite time. However, since the 
measurements were made under different experimental conditions, it is 
possible that the different anisotropies result from different Fe foil 
qualities. From figure 6.4 it is only possible to estimate the upper 
limit of to be ~ 3s.
îf(8,t) - W(8,oo) F(8,t=0) - 1f(8 f 00) j -t/T e 1 (6.4)
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Figure 6.4 Tucie-dependence of 497keV y-ray anisotropy following the
/3-decay of Eu, shown with calculated time dependencies for T^= 1,2,3s.
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For Itl C = T I T (6.5)k 1 int
From eq^ 6.5 it is possible to determine a limit for the Korringa
constant for EuFe of 0.8sK. The upper limit of would imply that
the relaxation is an order of magnitude slower than the predicted 
[ST71] , [ST85]value ' . It must however be noted that most of the
predictions are based on simple spin-relaxation by the magnetic
interaction between the nuclei and the conduction electrons. Since in
rare-earth atoms the outermost f electrons are screened, and hence
indirectly coupled to the conduction electrons, the actual SLR mechanism
may be complicated ,leading to slower relaxation.
To date no such measurements for rare-earths in iron have been made
and consequently our experiments were undertaken to investigate if any
corrections for the SLR time is required in the LTNO of ^^^Eu (t = 12s,1/2
g " 0.9) in Fe. Considering the empirical relation g^C = constant, for 
different isotopes in the same host, it can be concluded that little or no 
correction for the value of jui determined for ^^^Eu using LTNO has to be 
made.
6.2.3. Experimental results for
Inspection of the decay scheme shown in figure 6.2 shows the 190 keV 
y-ray originates from the 11/2 metastable state of ^^ S^m. If it is 
assumed that the relaxation time of the metastable state is shorter than 
its half life (-11s), then the nucleus will fully re-orient implying that 
the coefficients will equal unity. Since the transition corresponds to 
a 11/2 state going to a 5/2 state the multipolarity of the transition
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may be assumed to be pure E3, with known A coefficients.
A fit to the experimental data presented in figures 6.5a and 6.5b 
(which now has to include X=6 terms) for the 190keV transition for both 
detector pairs yields the following values for the strength of the 
hyperfine interaction and
li.B(jji^ T) (^%) X
Pair 1 345(23) 20.6(7) 1.40
Pair 2 310(25) 20.3(6) 1.59
Assuming the relaxation time of Sm in Fe is zero, the value for the
dipole magnetic moment of ^^^Sm™ can be deduced to be 1.1 (2)p. (using the
literature value for B of Sm in Fe) . The estimated moment of ^^^Sm^ fromhf
systematics is opposite in sign to that of the parent ^^ E^u. With
both Eu and Sm having positive hyperfine fields in Fe would be
expected that the initial population of the ^^ S^m"* will not be in thermal
equilibrium. The partial relaxation of the population would show up in the
time-dependent anisotropy measurements, which are shown in figure 6.6. The
observed relaxation of the 190keV transition did not however show any such
expected behaviour. From the data, again only an upper limit of the
effective relaxation time could be set to be ^ 3s, which is similar to its
parent. These results can be explained in terms of the interaction
temperature of the in Fe system. Since the T, of ^^^Sm™ isint
estimated to be ~ 16mK, which is close to T^(~lOinK), the relaxation
phenomena lies in the intermediate temperature limit and the spin lattice 
relaxation time could be fast. In our measurement however.
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following the p-decay of for detector pair 2.
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the relaxation of the  ^ seems to be restricted mostly by the parent
139Eu. Hence it can be safely assumed that integral LTNO measurements of 
any Sm isotopes with comparable g and t^ ^^  > 3s, will not be
significantly affected by relaxation effects.
6.3 Low temperature nuclear orientation of A=138 isotopes.
The nucleus 138Eu has recently been the focus of many nuclear
structure experiments [RBBG],[LI88]^ which have included both /3-decay and 
"in beam" work. However, little is known about the underlying nuclear 
structure, in particular the ground state spin and parity and deformation.
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The experiments described in this section therefore attempt to address 
this problem using the technique of LTNO, to measure fi.
Owing to the short half life of ^^^Eu (12s) and its daughter ^^^Sm
(180s), the nucleus ^^^Pm may also be studied, and a value of it's ground 
state magnetic moment deduced.
6.3.1. Experimental procedure.
In order to optimise the production of ^^^Eu CASCADE calculations 
were performed, and the following combination of beam energy and species 
with target was chosen:
48 94 142 * 138230MeV Ti + Mo — > Gd — > Eu + p3n. (6.7)
Once implanted into the Fe host thermally attached to the copper cold 
finger of the dilution refrigerator, temperature dependences of y-ray 
anisotropy following p-decay were obtained, following the same method 
outlined in subsection 5.2.1.
6.3.2 Experimental results for ^^ E^u.
A typical y-ray singles spectrum obtained over a 20 minute counting 
period, for one of the 25% efficient hyperpure Ge detectors for A=138 is 
shown in figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 shows the y-ray decay scheme following the 
p-decay of Eu into ^^ S^m. Inspection of the decay scheme again reveals 
the difficulty in choosing a suitable y-ray transition with known U. 
coefficients. However an estimate of the coefficients may be made if
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all likely values of spin, and parity are taken for the relevant
unassigned nuclear levels. These are shown in table 6.1 for the 68 6keV
6 —^ > 4^  transition, as the product (where the transition is assumedA A
pure E2 with known coefficients) . corresponds to the ground state
spin and parity of ^^^Eu and, corresponds to the spin and parity of
the level 2.5086 MeV above the ground state (marked A on figure 6.S) of
138^Sm.
The range of possible values for U^A presented in the table isA A
fortunately quite small, hence the average value for U^A^ and U^A^ of 
0.362 6 and 0.1618 respectively, may be used with some confidence, without 
losing too much in terms of the underlying physics. A good degree of 
accuracy arises due to the high spin of both the parent nucleus and the 
^-decaying state (in contrast to the ^^^Pm case which follows). Similarly 
an estimate of the U^A for the 545 and 347keV y-ray transitions can be 
made, if somewhat less reliably due to the ambiguity associated with the 
sidefeeding to these levels from states of unknown spin/parity and direct 
^-feeding.
,Eu
ec.j log II
850,9
_(6,i/827.e
93t8'
685.6,
1911.0
4*
199.0
745.6
138 [RE86]Figure 6.9 y-ray decay scheme following the /3-decay of Eu.
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Sm U A  min 2 2 U A max 2 2 U A min 4 4 U A max 4 4
+6~ 6 -0.3711 -0.3541 -0.1766 -0.1470
4"6" 7 -0.3871 -0.3645 -0.1837 -0.1467
+6" 8 -0.3850 -0.3685 -0.1807 -0.1522
6“ 5' -0.3861 -0.3696 -0.1821 -0.1536
_ +7 5' -0.3811 -0 .3811 -0.1728 -0.1728
7"^ 6"^ -0.3816 -0.3750 -0.1734 -0.1642
+7 6' -0.3816 -0.3816 -0.1734 -0.1734
7^ 7^ -0.3850 -0.3768 -0.1788 -0.1669
4-7 8" -0.3828 -0.3752 -0.1753 -0.1646
Table 6.1 Possible range of values for the coefficients for theA A
138686keV transition following the ^-decay of Eu.
Hence a fit to the experimental data presented in figures 6.10a and 
6.10b for the temperature dependence of the 68 6keV y-ray anisotropy yields 
the following values for the strength of hyperfine interaction and 
fraction of implants in substitutional sites :
Pair 1
II.Bin T)n
594(55)
f(%)
59 (3) 1.01
Pair 2 551(50) 51 (3) 1.15
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138.following the /3-decay of Eu for detector pair 2.
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The decay scheme of shows that the 545 and 347keV y-rays
directly follow the 68 6keV transition, and if the band is considered in
isolation should have the same U.A. coefficients (assuming they are pureA A
E2) . However, from the decay scheme it is apparent that there is some
degree of side-feeding from the neighbouring ^-vibrational band, which may
have an effect on the U.A coefficients. Inspection of the relevantA A
branching ratios from y-ray spectroscopy experiments shows the
degree of sidefeeding is small (-15%) and so has been neglected in this
work. Therefore using the same for the 545 and 347keV as thoseA A
calculated for the 68 6keV transition when fitting the experimental data 
presented in figures 6.11a,6.11b,6.12a and 6.12b, yields the following 
values of fi.B and  ^for ^^^Eu implanted in iron:
ëaeru^ikeV) |u.b(jiit) #(%) /
Pair 1 545 681(35) 46(2) 1.22
347 782(59) 30(2) 1.68
Pair 2 545 665(58) 46(3) 1.84
347 753(80) 31(3) 1.67
Due to the large errors for fi.B from the 545 and 347keV measurements
(probably arising due to the ambiguity in assigning proper U,A.A A
coefficients) a final value of fi was taken using the 68 6keV data adopting 
a value for B of 111 (12) T from the experiments outlined in the previous 
chapter, and is calculated to be 5.3 (7) fi .
In addition to extracting a value of fi from temperature dependent
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data of y-ray anisotropy, spectroscopic information may also be obtained, 
in particular the mixing ratio ô, as discussed in chapter 4. Table 6.2 
shows the y-ray anisotropy of several transitions in the decay scheme 
following the 0-decay of ^^^Eu into ^^ S^m. The data shown was collected at 
an average temperature of 15. 6mK, for a collection time of - 2hours. 
However, due to the poor statistical accuracy of the data, and the large 
error in the determined value of fi, extraction of spectroscopic 
information will not be presented in this work.
Energy(kev) e(T)% Pair 1 e(T)% Pair 2
338 -19.6(6.5) -7.5(7.8)
347 -27.0 (1.0) -29.7(1.1)
399 -1(4) +2 (5)
545 -45(1.2) -44(1.3)
571 -24 (10) -41(9)
649 -41(2,5) -38(3)
653 -43(3.6) -48 (3.5)
686 -50 (1.5) -46(1.4)
706 -45 (7) -54 (5.6)
737 -56(2.3) -58 (2.4)
745 -38(4.3) -37 (4.5)
775 -39(3) -38(4.2)
851 -57 (6) -48(9)
138.Table 6.2 3"-ray anisotropies following the 0-decay of Eu at ~15mK
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6.3,3 Experimental results for 138.Pm.
Figure 6.13 shows the y-ray decay scheme following the 0-decay of 
^^^Pm into ^^ N^d. The ambiguity associated with many of the spin 
assignments again made exact calculation of the coefficients untenable. 
Therefore a fit to the temperature dependence of y-ray anisotropy 
presented in figure 6.14 for the 521keV transition proceeded by varying 
the parameters fi.B, U^, and Hence the value of fi.B was determined to be 
1277 (48) fi^ T, and  ^= 24 (1)%. Using the experimentally determined value of 
B for PmFe of 406 (100) T, the ground state magnetic moment of ^^^Pm may be 
estimated to be 3.2 (9) ft .
5,1 hJÎL
3.5 m
iiÜ____
/3++EC
2.938   5% â. /
2.221 _ 9 ^  ^
1.9660 6% 5.5
1.643 6% 5 .5
 0 .8 0 1  , 4% 5 .7
1.4503 . 14% 5 .5  
SL  1.2463 21% S. 2
1.0133 13% 5 .5
O* 0.5202 22% 5 .5
138
60Nd
138 [LE78]Figure 6.13 y-ray decay scheme following the 0-decay of Pm.
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Chapter Seven
Pa r t i c l e-Ro to r Model Calculations ,
7.1 Introduction
Having experimentally determined the magnetic dipole moments of 
Eu, and , a nuclear model is required to extract some form of
understanding of the underlying nuclear structure. This chapter will 
briefly review the particle-rotor model of the nucleus, and describe the 
calculations performed using this model, in order to interpret the data 
presented in the previous chapter. Due to the tentative nature of the 
magnetic moment assignment for ^^ P^m, no such calculations have been 
performed.
7,2 The particle-rotor model.
The many body Hamiltonian of an odd mass nuclear system can be 
approximated by
H = H (a) + H (a) + H, (a) (7.1)core part int
where H is the collective Hamiltonian for the even-even core, H is core part
the single particle Hamiltonian in an adiabatic field corresponding to 
some fixed set <x of the surface collective variables, and H takes intoint
account the effect of the odd particle on that part of the core field not
already included in H . The collective motion can be restricted to apart
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purely rotational form leading to the particle-rotor Hamiltonian
H = T + H (7.2)Li 2 o k part+int
k ^
where R is the angular momentum of the core taken with respect to the
intrinsic axes k. By diagonalising (7.2) in the strong coupling basis
states (subsection 7.2.3), which are not themselves eigenstates of the
core, the contributions from the particle-rotation interaction are
transformed from H and into H . Thus, expressing R as the vectorpart core
difference between the total angular momentum I and the single particle 
contribution j, then (7.2) becomes
H = T {lj(0,0,(^ r) - 21 (0,0,1/;) j + jj} + H (â) (7.3)Li 2 o k k k k part
k
In this representation the particle-rotation coupling emerges in the form 
of a Coriolis term ^ I.j /3 and a recoil term ^ j^/23. The nature of this 
Hamiltonian will be discussed in more detail after the deformed single 
particle solutions have been derived.
7.2.1 The Nilsson modified harmonic oscillator potential.
The basis for most discussions of the nuclear shell model lies in the 
self-consistent Hartree-Fock one-body potential calculated from the 
nuclear two-body interactions. Perhaps the most realistic of these, 
together with the spin-orbit term, is the Woods-Saxon potential, 
with constant surface diffuseness
^ \ s  ''coul ^-4)
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with V(r) = -V^/ { 1 + exp [dist/r, on)/a] } (7.5)
where a is the surface diffuseness and dist(r,<x) denotes the distance 
(taken to be negative within the surface) between the radius vector r and 
the nuclear surface defined by (1.11). The spin-orbit potential takes 
the form
V = s . V V (r) X p (7.6)LS so
where s and p denote the nucleon spin and linear momentum operators and 
is an appropriate radial function which need not necessarily be 
identical to the potential V(r). The Coulomb potential V enters onlycoul
for protons and is generated by a charge (Z-l)e uniformly distributed 
within the nuclear volume.
However, the Woods-Saxon potential suffers from the disadvantage that 
its matrix elements cannot be solved analytically. In this respect a far 
better choice is the Nilsson modified harmonic oscillator potential
V , = V + V + V (7.7)mho 05C corr LS
The Shape of the harmonic oscillator term
is defined by the quadrupole parameters ô and y., which are related to theo
oscillator frequencies through the equations
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N KP K
0 0.120 0.00 0.120 0,00
1 0.120 0.00 0.120 0.00
2 0.105 0.00 0.105 0.00
3 0.090 0.30 0.090 0.25
4 0.065 0,57 0.070 0.39
5 0.060 0.65 0.062 0.43
6 0.054 0.69 0.062 0.34
Table 7.1 Typical l.S and 1 strength parameters K and fl, of the modified
oscillator potential. Values are given for both protons and neutrons in
the various oscillator shells.
1 - —  ÔCOS (7.9)
V is a corrective term which to some degree bridges thecorr
differences between V and (7,5). Since the Woods-Saxon potential has 
greater depth than close to the nuclear surface, high orbital angular
momentum states, which have correspondingly large rms radii, are depressed 
relative to those in an oscillator potential. Therefore, the high 1 
oscillator states may be adjusted by the addition of a term
V = -K u h 0) 1corr o (7.10)
where k and fi are constant parameters. The spin-orbit term may be 
calculated from (7.6) using the assumption that the functional form of Vso
is identical to that of the oscillator potential V , Thus in the limitOSC
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of spherical symmetry
V = - 2 K h w l.S (7.11)LS o
This form is generally retained even when spherical symmetry is violated. 
Values for the parameters k and fi are frequently quoted in the literature. 
A typical example, illustrating the oscillator shell dependence is given 
in table 7.1
With the introduction of the "unstretched" coordinates defined by
/mw /Î1, the modified harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian may be k. kv o
written
H = ^ ho) (d,y ) {-V^+r^} - Kho) {21.s + p(l^-<i^> ) } mho 2 o o o N
(S,ïg)r^ I I cosfg ^  + V a *  | <7 -42'
The diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix is performed in one of 
the harmonic oscillator basis sets: |Njif2 > (coupled), |nJAS > (decoupled) 
or I Nn^AZ > (cylindrical), where N is the principal oscillator quantum 
number, n^ the number of quanta along the symmetry axis, and A, S, Q are 
the quantum numbers of I^ , s^ , and respectively.
Generally the Hamiltonian must be diagonalised numerically. Here the 
basis chosen for this purpose are the coupled wavefunctions |NjIQ >. For 
the case of axial symmetry commutes with the total Hamiltonian and 
consequently Q = A + S is a good quantum number. At intermediate 
deformations the off-diagonal matrix elements of (7.8) are still 
sufficiently small that the asymptotic quantum numbers [Nn^A]Q remain
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determined from the method outlined by Cline and Lesser which
includescorrections due to correlated errors. In this method the 
statistical quantity S(a ) is introduced and corresponds to the perm
2degree of freedom (X (N-p) , where N is the number of independent 
measurements and p the number of parameters being determined). Figure 4.3 
shows a typical dependence of the statistic S on a parameter a for data 
fitted to an arbitrary function.
The value which determines the error in the parameter ol shown in
figure 4.3, is calculated using
= S(a) 1 4- N - p F(p ,N - p, 1 - p) (4.13)
S
S(5)
5-Sa a
Figure 4.3 Error determination of a parameter (X determined by regression
analysis, using the variation of the per degree of freedom with a .
where F (p,N-p, 1-/3) is the statistical F distribution, for the 100(1-0) 
confidence level. The F coefficient is approximately unity for N large and
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Fig 7.2 Nilsson diagram for neutrons [LE78]
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.essentially preserved and are generally used to label orbitals in
nuclear spectroscopy, as shown in figures 7,1 and 7.2.
7.2.2 The pairing interaction
In addition to the average one-body shell model potential there acts 
a relatively short range residual force between the nucleons which 
energetically favours states in which the nucleons are pairwise coupled to 
states of zero total angular momentum. From BCS theory it is possible to 
derive the following expression for the combined single particle one-body 
and pair Hamiltonian
H(A) = y e, (a^ a. + 3-37) - à Y  (a^a- + a-a,) - AN (7.13)Li 1 2. 1 1 1  Li l i  1 1
i  i
where represents the energy eigenvalues of the one-body Hamiltonian, a^  
and a- are creation operators for a single particle state |i>, and its 
time reversed state respectively. N is the particle number operator, A the 
pairing gap, and A the Fermi level. Performing the unitary transformation 
to the quasiparticle operators and a
at =  U  at + V . a -  3 7  =  u . a t  - v.a.1 1 1  l i  1 1 1  1 1
(7.14)
a. = U.a. +  V . a -  a- = u a -  - V  a^1 1 1  l i  i  i i  i i
2 2where -f = 1, and with a suitable choice of U. and V , namely
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u 1 / . / - A
(e — A) + A
the Hamiltonian becomes diagonal in the quasiparticle representation, hence
H(A) = y {2V^(e.-A) - 2AU.V,} + A^  + y E. (at«. + «^«7) (7.16)Li 1 1  l i  — L i i i i  i  1
i ° 1
where G is a constant characterizing the residual two-body force, and 
= y  (e -A^ ) +~A^ been introduced, as the quasiparticle energy.
To conclude, the effects of the pairing interaction can be 
incorporated into the one-body Hamiltonian by replacing the single 
particle energies e. by the corresponding single c|uclsIparticle energies E. 
and by introducing the appropriately transformed single particle operators 
into the subsequent calculations.
7.2.3 The strong coupling basis
Having derived the deformed single particle solutions it is now 
possible to diag onalize the total Hamiltonian of the odd mass system. 
When dealing with the particle-(rigid) rotor Hamiltonian it is convenient 
to use the strong coupling basis so that the matrix calculation may be 
performed entirely in the intrinsic frame. Neglecting pairing, the 
unsymmetrized strong coupling basis states may be written
|lMKi> (7.17)
V  8 tc
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where M and K are the projections of the total angular 
momentum (both core and single particle) onto the laboratory and intrinsic 
axes respectively and is the single particle wavefunction.
With the inclusion of pairing and some rearrangement the Hamiltonian
(7.3) becomes
" " 4 { 2 + 2 } - =3 +
1 2
n  ■ I ^ ^(I+J+ + 1 7 )}v * X ‘X/ ~ + +  — —
1 2
+ 1 , (I3 - + E (7.18)
3 i
where in the last term the constant energy of the quasiparticle vacuum has 
been neglected. The required matrix elements for this Hamiltonian are 
given explicitly by Larsson et al
6.2.4 Electromagnetic moments and transition probabilities.
The electromagnetic Ml and E2 multipole operators must be expressed 
in the intrinsic frame of reference, when using the Hamiltonian 7.18, 
and are given by the expressions
M(M1;m) = y i ^  I (7^1^ + <9'r^ 8> (7-19)
V
M(E2;m) - I + L  ZR^ep I (0=2 + D=_2Sin3-)|
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In this case M(E2) is expressed in terms of the macroscopic quadrupole 
moment of the core, written here to first order in the 0, y coordinates. 
From these operators can be calculated the reduced electromagnetic 
transition probabilities B(%A, I. — > I^ ) , defined by
I. I^ ) - . 21 + 1 |<I^||M(nX)l|l,>|= (7.20)
and also the static moments defined by
= (IllOjll) <i| |m (M1) I |l> (7.21)
eQ^ - (II20|II) y  <i||m (E2)I|l> (7.22)
Finally, with the magnetic and electric reduced matrix elements expressed 
in units of and eb respectively, the E2/M1 mixing ratio is given by
Ô = -/oTT E <I M(E2) I><I M(M1) I> (7.23)
where E^^ is the energy of the transition in MeV.
7.2.5 The unified model of odd-odd nuclei.
Following on from the Hamiltonian (7.1) of the odd mass system, that 
of an odd-odd nucleus must treat the coupling of at least two 
(^Ltasiparticles to the collective core. Hence
H = H (a) + {H (a) + H (a) + V (7,24)core part int pn
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where the terms in braces are taken twice, once for the odd proton and 
once for the odd neutron. The residual proton-neutron interaction is 
represented by the term V . Only the particle-rotor limit of thispn
Hamiltonian will be considered. With the core spin written as R = I-j -j ,P rv
the particle-rotor Hamiltonian becomes
+ 1 ^  + +2 ( J j + J J )
^  ^  ) + - +P -P +n -^-n ^ + p ^  + n
1 2
-21 (j + J ) - 21 {j + J )}+ +p +n - -p - n
+ {I - - J, }^  + y E cc^oc + y E OL^OL + V (7.25)-3 3p 3 n L i p p p  L i n n n  pn
It then remains to multiply onto both the proton and neutron single 
particle angular momentum operators the appropriate pairing factor, 
U^ U^ , + . Finally, the electromagnetic moments and transition
probabilities are calculated from the suitably generalized operators of 
subsection 7.2.4.
7.3 Particle rotor model calculations.
The particle-rotor calculations performed in this section were 
facilitated by the provision of a computer code based on that descibed in 
the literature  ^  ^ and modified to include odd-odd nuclei by I.
Ragnarsson. The code comprises three main subprograms, the first of which
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calculates the single particle energies and various wavefunctions in a 
modified oscillator (Nilsson) potential, and was mainly designed to 
provide input for the subsequent particle rotor calculations. The second 
subprogram performs the diagonalisation of the particle-rotor Hamiltonian 
with single particle wavefunctions expressed in the deformed scheme. The 
third subprogram calculates the electromagnetic transition probabilities 
B(E2) and B(M1), and the static nuclear moments.
Nilsson (Kffi) parameter sets for the proton N = 4,5, and 6 harmonic 
oscillator shells have been modified for the A = 120 - 140 mass region 
 ^  ^ by fitting an extensive set of bandhead energies, and are used for
almost all the calculations described in the following sections. Table 7.2 
therefore shows the modified values for ic and fi.
N K.
4 0.070 0 48
5 0 .056 0 .54
6 0.054 0.52
Table 7.2 Modified set of Nilsson parameters for the A = 120-140 mass
region for protons.
7.3.1 The nucleus ^^^Eu
The spin and parity of 11/2 has been assigned to the ground-state of 
139 [LU85]Eu . On this state a band is built with energy spacings which
resemble the yrast band of Sm, and can be understood in the framework
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of the rotation-aligned coupling scheme and implies a prolate deformation 
of the nuclei involved. Such decoupled bands built on the 11/2 state in 
odd-proton nuclei, are known to occur in this region and are well 
interpreted within a particle-plus-triaxial-rotor-model .
From the lifetime of the 2 state of ^^^Sm the nuclear
deformation parameter (3 = 0.24(2) has been extracted, and is slightly 
larger than that expected using the empirical relation of Grodzins given 
by eq 7.26, which predicts a deformation of 13 = 0.19 (from the energy of 
the yrast 2 state) . The deformation is larger than that in the 
corresponding nucleus Sm (six neutrons above the N=82 closed shell) , 
and is probably due to the relevance of the 2=64 closed shell for nuclei 
with N=82-88.
1224
,7/3 _2+A (MeV)
The existence of a second low lying 2 state is a common feature of 
the nuclei in this region and it is interpreted by assuming either a 
nucleus is "soft" with respect to the quadrupole non-axial ^'-deformation, 
or a rigid triaxial nucleus. For a rigid triaxial nucleus it is possible 
to estimate the asymmetry parameter y from the excitation energy of the 
second 2 state given by the empirical eq" 7.27 tLA78]^ and is estimated
to be of order 27° for ^^ S^m.
y = 1/3 sin 9/8 1 - (7.27)
Use has been made of the Nilsson eccentricity parameter c ( defined in 
terms of the major/minor axis ratio) and is to first order - 0.95p. (^ 890]
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139With this information about the "core" of Eu it is possible to fit 
the experimentally determined value for the ground-state magnetic moment 
Hf and the corresponding energies of the ground state band using the 
particle-rotor model, using the procedure described below.
Inspection of the standard Nilsson diagram for protons reveals that 
the Fermi-surface for protons at Z = 63 lies around the 5/2 [532] Nilsson 
orbital for deformations ranging from /3 = 0.2 — > 0.3, and arises from the 
h^^^2 oscillator shell. In order to construct the strong coupling basis 
states for the subsequent Coriolis mixing calculations (the Nilsson 
states), the first part of the particle-rotor code was run in the 
"stretched" co-ordinate system for Eu, with negative parity Nilsson 
states for the h^ ^^  ^oscillator shell, in addition to neighbouring K = 1/2 
(l/2[pl/2], and l/2[f7/2] ) orbitals which are expected to mix strongly in 
the strong coupling basis.
The moment of inertia parameters needed in the second part of the 
code in order to calculate the influence of the Coriolis force on the 
single particle energies are calculated using the formula
3(K) = 4Efe (sin(y+2K%/3))^ (7.28)
? 7/3where B = h A /1225.
The pairing strength parameter G descibed by eq" 7.15 is set using
G — {GNO +/- GNl (N-Z)}/A (protons/neutrons) (7.29)
A~
where GNO — 19.2 and GNl = 7.4, and are standard parameters for Z and N
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greater than 60. All the single particle matrix elements produced before 
Coriolis mixing are multiplied by a constant factor which is
conventially set at " 0.8.
In order to calculate the ground-state magnetic moments the single 
particle states produced by the second part of the code are used as input 
for the third part of the code. The scaling factor for the internal spin 
g-factor is set to 0.7 at this stage, in order to obtain an effective 
g-factor rather than that for "free" nucleons.
Having set most of the fixed parameters as described above, it is 
then possible to vary the deformation parameters |3 and y, in addition to 
the Coriolis attenuation factor %, running the program with one parameter 
set at a time. Once agreement with the rotational-band properties had been 
established, the value of the calculated ground-state moment was then
compared to that measured by experiment as a final check.
Table 7.3 shows the composition of the Nilsson orbitals -before 
Coriolis mixing near the Fermi-surface for protons. These are calculated 
using the Zhang parameter set (see table 7.2) using deformation parameters 
- 0.27 and y = 29°.
Following Coriolis mixing of the Nilsson basis-states, using a % 
attenuation parameter of 0.95,the ground-state spin parity for ^^^Eu is 
calculated to be 11/2 in agreement with experiment. The composition of
the 11/2 state (which is calculated as the bandhead of a <K> - 3/2
rotational band) is shown in table 7.4 as probability amplitudes as a
function of the Nilsson orbitals (N) and K.
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/-A
Probability Amplitudes for Nilsson orbitals N.
0 [31n A]
Z
N = 14 
E = 5.477
15
5.652
16
5.756
17
5.891
18
6.065
1/2[550] 0.76291 0.37670 0.31682
1/2[530] 0.09281
1/2[541] 0.23540 0.17502 0.30935
1/2[521] 0.13420
3/2[541] 0.51366 0.74147 0.16314 0.17059
3/2[532] 0.13057 0.23085 0.27580
3/2[521] 0.09663
5/2[532] 0.25640 0.37064 0.82978 0.09244
5/2[523] 0.17097 0.26946
5/2[512] 0.09454
7/2[523] 0.09192 0.21807 0.09457 0.92420
7/2[503] 0.09691
7/2[514] 0.10832
9/2[514] 0.13970 0.95198
Table 7.3 Composition of the single particle (parity -) Nilsson proton
orbitals (N, with energy E(MeV)) expressed as a probabilty amplitude for
139the corresponding basis-states 0 [Jtn A] , for the nucleusz
and y = 29 . Probability amplitudes < 0,09 are left as a blank.
EU, e^= 0.27,
Hence a calculation of ju, corresponding to the ground-state obtained 
above, yields a value of fi = 6.44/i^  which is in close agreement with that 
measured experimentally of 6.3(8) Using the same parameters given 
above, a good fit to the energy of the first few members of the ground 
state rotational band is observed, as shown in table 7.5. The values of e 
and y derived in order to fit the ground state band are relatively high 
compared to that of the core ^^®Sm = 0.24, and y ~ 25°), and
illustrate the importance of the Coriolis force upon the unpaired nucleon.
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N K= 1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2
14 0.306 0.168 0.068 0.021 0.005 0.000
15 0.322 0.541 0.226 0.104 0.012 0.001
16 0.285 0.115 0.472 0.044 0.029 0.001
17 0.032 0.092 0.010 0.276 0.001 0.005
18 0.011 0.001 0.024 0.000 0.089 0.000
139Table 7.4 Composition of 1= 11/2 ground-state of Eu, in terms of the
Nilsson orbitals N.
and the consequent impact that has on the shape of the nucleus as a whole.
However, the possibility of a variable moment of inertia as the spin is
increased, has not been included in these calculations, limiting the
possibility of a more complete description of the nuclear structure of 
139Eu. Hence it is hoped that with the inclusion of such a 2nd order
interaction it would be possible to obtain a better fit to the rotational
bands at higher spins.
139The nucleus Eu has therefore been shown to exhibit two of the 
major features of nuclear structure that are commonly seen in the deformed 
rare-earth nuclei, with N < 82. These are the tendency for the nuclei to 
adopt axially asymmetric shapes in their ground states, and the weak 
coupling of the unpaired nucleon to the rotating core. It is the latter 
feature which accounts for the I^ of the ground state being taken from the 
harmonic oscillator quantum number j, rather than the asymptotic cjuantum 
number Q (the projection of j onto the symmetry axis).
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I* Measured energy (keV) Calculated energy (keV)
11/2“ 0.0 0.0 '
15/2" 322.8 325.6
19/2“ 877.0 881.3
23/2“ 1589.7 1627.9
27/2” 2406.2 2582.9
Table 7.5 Particle-rotor model fit to the low spin members of the K=3/2
13 9 oground-state rotational band for Eu , using € ^ = o . 2 1 and y=29 .
7.3.2 The nucleus
The spin and parity of 1/2 has been assigned to the ground-state of 
An isomeric state has also been observed with T^ ^^  " 11s with spin 
and parity 11/2 \ However, since spin 1/2 states give no y-ray
anisotropy in LTNO experiments, the purpose of the calculations presented 
in this subsection was to attempt to fit the bandhead moment and band 
structure for the isomeric-state, 457keV above the ground-state.
[ M E  7 5  1It has been shown that for N 3 82 and Z ^ 50 the high-j h11/2
subshell, due to the position of the Fermi-surface, becomes accessible to
both proton and neutron excitations. As a result the odd A nuclei in this
mass region show collective structures built on the h single particle11/2
states of proton or neutron structure. As has been illustrated in the 
previous subsection, for odd Z nuclei with N 5 78, the similarity of the 
observed bands to the ground state sequence in the neighbouring even-even 
nuclei suggest a rotational aligned character based on the h^ ^^  ^ Nilsson
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orbital. Odd-neutron nuclei in contrast show Al=l sequences built on the 
11/2 neutron state, as shown in Fig 7.3. The significant difference in
Fig 7.3 11/2 band structure for the N=77 isotones [BA90]
the nucleus Sm™ is that the 15/2 (1+2) state is pushed below the 13/2
(I+l) state changing the level pattern observed in the known odd-N nuclei
with N 3 77. This- observation has been interpreted as arising from
140a soft Sm core, which is easily polarized by the valence particles, 
giving rise to an oblate shape in contrast to the prolate shape observed 
in the nucleus ^^^Eu (which shares the same core, coupled to an odd proton 
rather than the odd neutron).
Particle plus triaxial-rotor model calculations were therefore 
performed in a similar manner to that described in subsection 7.3.1, with 
the important exception that negative values for the deformation parameter 
were used to fit the low lying nuclear structure. The Nilsson basis 
states calculated near the Fermi-surface for negative parity neutrons were 
again calculated using the Zhang parameter set, using deformation 
parameters = -0.20 and y = 27.5° and are shown in table 7.6.
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Probabilty amplitudes for Nilsson orbitals N.
Q [IRn A]z
N = 15 
E = 5.746
16
5.830
17
5.197
18
6.034
19
6,176
1/2[550] 0.15268 0.30800 0.48812 0.24618 0.68915
1/2[541] 0.13990 0.20000 0,17515
3/2[541] 0.49088 0.57884 0.55312
3/2[532] 0.22707 0.15997 0.13185
5/2[532] 0.35683 0.12845 0.54530 0.59075 0.35528
5/2[523] 0.19877 0 .13889 0.13999
7/2[523] 0.67072 0.50620 0,39653 0.17848
7/2[514] 0.14750 0 .10410
9/2[514] 0.88407 0 .22501 0.33183 0.18483
9/2[505] 0.08965
11/2[505] 0.201084 0.10300
Table 7.6 Composition of the single particle (parity -) Nilsson n.e.(juVrof\_
orbitals (N, with energy E(MeV)) expressed as a probability amplitude for
the corresponding basis-states 0  [Jîn A], for the nucleus C  =-0.2,z 2
and y=27.6 . Probabilty amplitudes < 0.08 are left blank.
Following Coriolis mixing of the Nilsson basis-states, using a % 
attenuation parameter of 1.0, the spin and parity for ^^^Sm™ is calculated 
to be 11/2 in agreement with existing data. The composition of this 
highly mixed metastable state (which is calculated as the bandhead of the 
K = 5/2 rotational band) is shown in table 7.7 as probability amplitudes 
as a function of the Nilsson orbitals (N) and K.
Hence a calculation of fi corresponding to the meta-stable state 
obtained above, yields a value of p = 1.41/i^  which is broadly in agreement 
with that measured experimentally of 1.1 (2) jj,^. Using the same parameters 
as those given above, a good fit to the energy of the low-lying nuclear
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N K= 1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2
14 0.089 0.047 0.025 0,011 0.006 0.002
15 0.041 0.033 0.081 0,118 0.146 0.026
16 0.092 0.211 0.173 0,052 0.171 0,021
17 0.078 0.334 0.152 0,348 0.202 0,017
18 0.039 0.255 0.523 0,413 0.119 0.008
-  139Table 7.7 Composition of the I = 11/2 meta-stable state of Sm,
in terms of the Nilsson orbitals N.
levels above the isomeric state is obtained, as illustrated in table 7.8. 
The values of and y needed to force the 15/2 state below the 13/2 in 
energy, confirms the suggestion that ^^^Sm™ exhibits oblate
deformation in addition to the strongly triaxial shape observed in many of 
the nuclei studied in this mass region.
I* Measured energy (keV) Calculated energy (keV)
11/2“ 0.0 0,0
15/2“ 589.6 590,1
13/2“ 607.6 606,0
17/2“ 1321.1 1391.7
19/2“ 1412.0 1655.3
Table 7.8 Particle-rotor model fit to the low spin members of the K=5/2
139 m oband for Sm , using e^=-0.2 and ^=27.5 .
The exclusion of the variable moment of inertia from the calculations
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described above is again reflected in the difference in the calculated and 
experimentally measured excitation energies at higher spins. However, the 
ability to fit the isomeric magnetic moment and spin with relative ease, 
suggests that the particle-rotor model used is good enough to extract the 
dominant single particle configurations, and hence band head spins in the 
cases of both strongly coupled, and weakly coupled nuclear systems.
7.3.3 The nucleus
-J-A spin and parity of 7 has been tentatively assigned to the ground 
state of ^^ °Eu, on the basis - of measured log ft values [RB86] 
speculated components of the 7^ state were thought to be mainly
1/9/2 [514]®tt5/2 [532] and 1/11/2 [505]©tt3/2 [541], due to the position of
the Fermi-surface for protons and neutrons on the standard Nilsson 
diagrams for 2=63 and N=75. In addition, Liang et al following in
beam work, have also suggested a ground state spin parity of 7^ from
systematics of the N=75 isotones, and measurements of various B(M1)/B(E2)
values for their measured yrast band.
Included in the work by Cizewski and Gülmez concerning the
disappearance of the 2=64 shell gap for N<82, is a calculation of the 
Nilsson levels for neutrons for the A=135 mass region. Inspection of the 
Nilsson diagram (shown in fig 4) reveals that the Fermi-surface for N=75 
comprises a range of both positive and negative parity Nilsson levels. 
Consequently any particle-rotor model calculation should allow for the 
possibility of both negative and positive parity Nilsson configurations.
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'7 /2 '[5 2 3 ]  
l / 2 * [ 4 : l ]
3/2- [54 .
Fig. ^-4* Nilsson diagram for Neutrons for A=135 mass region.[CI86]
Employing the simple asymptotic formula for calculating {i given by 
eq 1.9 (assuming no Coriolis mixing) for the various proton and neutron 
Nilsson wavefunctions near the respective Fermi-surfaces, gives some 
insight into the most likely proton/neutron configuration, and are 
therefore given in table 7.9.
The asymptotic calculations shown in table 7.9 show that the 
suggested h ® h configurations (labelled a,c,e in the table) giveJLX/<u X X / ^
low values for fi when compared with the value obtained experimentally of 
5.3(7)^^. However, the h^ ^^  ^ proton coupled to the 5^ /2 neutron 
configuration (labelled b) is calculated to give a value of [X closer to 
that obtained experimentally. Particle-rotor model calculations have
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n n[!Ttn^ A] V 0[Mn A]
Z
I^ P (|\)
5/2“ [532]* 9/2“ [514] 7"^ 2.45
5/2“ [532]^ 7/2^[404] 6“ 4.38
5/2“ [532]= 11/2“ [505] 8"^ 2.54
5/2^[413]^ 9/2“ [514] 7“ 0.67
3/2“ [541]* 11/2 [505] 7 + 1.63
Table 7.9 
138for
Asymptotic calculation for the ground state moment and spin
Eu corresponding to the proton-neutron configurations near the
Fermi-surface.
therefore been performed to include positive parity proton, and positive
and negative parity neutron configurations, in order to investigate the
effect of Coriolis mixing on the magnitude of the calculated moments, in
an effort to try and establish the most likely ground-state configuration,
and consequently ground state-spin of the nucleus ^^ °Eu. The small value
+ _of the moment estimated for the 715/2 [413] ® i>9/2 [514] configuration
made the need to include positive parity proton Nilsson orbitals
in the particle-rotor calculations negligible, and consequently were not 
performed.
In contrast to the calculations performed for a single nucleon
coupled to an even-even core presented in the previous two sections, the 
extensive cpu time required to model an odd-odd mass system limited any 
detailed excursions into the effect of ^-deformation on the low-lying
band-structure. In addition, the limited availability of data concerning 
the ground-state band, tentatively assigned with a band head of I^ = 7^
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from systematics made comparison of ground-state band energies to
experiment vulnerable to misinterpretation.
Preliminary calculations assuming axial symmetry for the nucleus 
^^°Eu were therefore performed, using similar parameters to those descr<-becL 
in section 7.3.1, using a Coriolis attenuation parameter of 1.0, y — 0°,
and varying the quadrupole deformation parameter e^ . Table 7.10 shows the 
results of such calculations, giving the ground-state moment, energy, 
dominant £2, and nucleon configurations, for spanning a range of 0.2 
— >0.3, for the negative parity proton and neutron configurations.
Table 7.10
= 2 7T £2[!Rn A]Z V £2[Tin A] I E(keV)
0.20 5/2"[532] 9/2"[514] 7 155. 6 3.34
0.20 3/2"[541] 9/2"[514] 7 0.0 4.23
0.24 5/2"[532] 9/2"[514] 7 0.0 3.53
0.27 5/2"[532] 9/2"[514] 7 203.4 2.90
0.30 5/2"[532] 9/2"[514] 7 196.8 2.58
Particle-rotor calculation of ground-state moment,and
138.confugurations for Eu as a function of , choosing negative parity
proton and neutron orbitals.
Examination of the results presented in table 7.10, show that for the 
case of axial symmetry, no agreement may be found between the measured 
value for the ground-state magnetic moment of Eu^^° of 5.3 (7)p^, and those 
calculated using the particle rotor model. The calculated moment for the 
ground-state at a defomation of /3 = 0.2 although only just over
one-standard deviation away from the measured value, assumes a deformation 
considerably smaller than that of its nearest neighbours. However, when
154
h' 6
choosing positive parity neutron orbitals, good agreement is obtained for 
a wide range of e^, as shown in table 7.11.
s u £2[!)7n A]Z V Q[mn^A] I E (keV)
0.20 3/2"[541] 1/2^[400] 5 0.0 7.07
0.20 3/2"[541] 7/2^[404] 6 283.4 5.73
0.24 5/2"[532] 7/2*[404] 6 0.0 5.41
0.27 5/2"[532] 7/2*[404] 6 0.0 4.98
0.30 5/2” [532] 7/2*[404] 1 0.0 0.73
0.30 5/2"[532] 7/2*[404] 6 14.3 4.71
Particle rotor calculation of ground-state magnetic moment 
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Table 7.11
and nucleon configurations for 
negative parity proton, and positive parity neutron orbitals.
Eu as a function of choosing
Since axial asymmetry has been shown to be a prevalent feature of the 
nuclei in the light rare-earth region, a limited series of calculations 
were performed as above with the inclusion of y = 25°, and = 0.24 
(values similar to that of the even-even core, namely ^^ °Sra) . However,
for the calculations involving negative parity neutron orbitals, the 
effect of axial asymmetry results in the = 7^ level shown in table 7.10 
losing both its ground-state and bandhead status. The newly calculated 
ground-state has = 6^ , with a calculated moment of 2.82fi^ , which is
very low when compared to the experimental value. When considering 
positive parity neutron orbitals, the effect of axial asymmetry again 
results in the = 6 level shown in table 7.11 losing both its
ground-state and bandhead status. The corresponding ground-state is
calculated to be 4 which is not consistent with the logft values and
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spin/parity assignments measured following 0-decay, as shown in figure 
6,9.
It therefore appears that an asymmetry parameter of less than 25° is 
required in order to force the particle-rotor calculations to give a 
ground-state configuration consistent with existing data. However, 
assuming axial symmetry, the magnitude of the experimentally determined
-f-value for /i, enables the unique assignment of the {7t5/2 [532]®v7/2 [404] } 
6 Nilsson two-quasiparticle configuration.
Employing the relation Q = A + E, where E is the projection of the 
intrinsic spin of the nucleon on the symmetry axis, it becomes clear that 
the proton has its intrinsic spin aligned with its angular momentum, and 
the neutron against. The strong coupling of the odd proton and neutron to 
the deformed (e^  ~ 0.24) rotating core, therefore appears to force the
anti-parallel coupling of the proton and neutron intrinsic 
spin-projections in the ground-state, contrary to the Gallagher-Moszkowski 
 ^ coupling rules, which predict the K = 1 coupling would have a lower 
energy.
In order to investigate the relative importance of the Coriolis
force upon the energies of the two possible couplings of the odd proton
and neutron, particle-rotor model calculations were performed for the 
nucleus Eu using = 0.24, and y = 0°, and varying %, the Coriolis
attenuation parameter in the range 0.0 — > 1.0. Table 7.12 shows the
results of such calculations, and show that for % > 0.65 the parallel 
coupling (K = 6) of the odd proton and odd neutron is energetically
favoured over the antiparallel {K = 1) coupling. Since a x parameter of " 
1.0 is typically used in the particle-rotor model, it can be postulated 
that even with the inclusion of a residual proton-neutron interaction
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(which can be of order 200keV  ^ the calculated ground state of
Eu^^°could remain with spin and parity 6 . However, even if the 6 state
is not the ground state, it would be difficult to tell the difference
experimentally, since electromagnetic transitions between the 6 and
1 states would be strongly hindered. There is however little evidence 
[RE8 6] .of a low spin contribution for the /3-decay to the low spin states
of Sm.
% 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
7t —Energy I =6 (keV) 105 96 69 24 0 0
7T -Energy I =1 (keV) 0 0 0 0 38 108
Table 7.12 Energy (keV) of the I^ = 6 and 1 couplings of the odd proton
and odd neutron as a function of the Coriolis attenuation parameter X' in
the particle-rotor model.
Hence, in contrast to the calculations performed for the odd-mass 
nuclei °Eu, and ^^^Sm™, where the magnitude of the measured ground-state 
magnetic moment gave information regarding the deformation of the nucleus, 
the calculations performed for ^^°Eu provide information on the 
ground-state odd nucleon configurations, and hence, the ground-state spin 
and parity. In conclusion, and in the absence of further spectroscopic 
data for the ground-state band of ^^ °Eu, a tentative spin-parity of 6 may 
be assigned, based on the (715/2 [532] ® v7/2*[404]} configuration.
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C H A P T E R  E I G H T
SUMMARY
The initial aims of the research presented in this thesis can be 
broadly generalised into two major areas. The first of these was to 
undertake systematic measurements of the low lying nuclear-structure in 
the light rare-earth region, in particular the measurement of ground-state 
magnetic dipole moments utilizing the technique of low temperature nuclear 
orientation. The second, and perhaps more pertinent aim, was to reconcile 
the experimental data with calculations performed using a nuclear model, 
recognised as being able to cope with both odd-A, and odd-odd nuclei, 
namely the particle-rotor model.
Neutron-deficient Eu, Sm, and Pm nuclei in the mass region 
A = 138 — > 142 were produced following heavy-ion fusion reactions,
employing the 20MV Tandem accelerator at Daresbury. Temperature 
dependencies of y-ray anisotropy following p-decay enabled hyperfine-field 
calibrations for isotopes of Eu, Sm, and Pm in an iron host lattice, as 
shown in table 8.1.
Isotope Hyperfine Interaction (fi^ T) Hyperfine Field (T)
^^^Eu 331 (35) 
306 (30) 
1444 (352)
111(12)
369(37)
( 406(100) )
Table 8.1 Measured values of the strength of the hyperfine interaction, 
and hyperfine field for Eu,Sm,Pm isotopes in an iron host.
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Using a novel pulsed implantation technique, measurements of the time
dependencies of y-ray anisotropy following the p-decay of the nuclei
°^Eu, and were undertaken, in order to estimate the relaxation time
of these isotopes in iron. A limit on the relaxation time of < 3s was
139 139measured for both Eu and Sm, indicating that little correction had 
to be made for subsequent integral LTNO measurements.
Once the solid-state aspects of the research had been investigated, 
as descri-bajoabove, the nuclear structure measurements could proceed with a 
good degree less ambiguity. Measurements of y-ray anisotropy as a function 
of temperature were thus performed on the nuclei ^^ E^u, ^ °^Sm™, ^ °^Eu, and 
Pm in order to extract their respective ground-state magnetic moments. 
Table 8.2 shows the measured values of the magnetic moments for the 
isotopes studied, where the tentative value for ^^°Pm arises from the 
assignment of the hyperfine field being made from systematics (see 
subsection 5.3.4).
Isotope Dipole Moment ji
^^^Eu 6.3(8)
1.1(2)
^^°Eu 5.3(7)
{ 3.2(9) )
Table 8.2 Experimental measurements of the magnetic dipole moment for the
isotopes studied in this work.
In order to understand the underlying nuclear structure arguments
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leading to the observed values for the dipole magnetic moments, 
particle-rotor model calculations were performed for all the isotopes 
shown in table 7.2, with the exception of ^^ °Pm, whose value was 
tentative. In the case of ^^ E^u, extensive calculations were perform.ecL in 
order to obtain good agreement with the measured energies of the low lying 
members of the ground-state rotational band, and magnetic moment. Good 
agreement was achieved, requiring prolate deformation (e^  = 0.27), and 
axial asymmetry (y " 29°) , the ground-state configuration being based on a 
weakly coupled h^ ^^  ^ proton. Similarly, calculations performed for the 
nucleus ^^^Sm™ were also able to obtain good agreement with the low-lying 
isomeric rotational band properties, and dipole moment, requiring oblate 
deformation = -0.2, and y = 27.5°, and based on weak coupling of the
odd h neutron.11/2
The large magnetic moment measured for ^^°Eu enables the assignment
-  +  -  of the {7t5/2 [532]®i/7/2 [404]} 6 Nilsson two-quasiparticle configuration,
following particle rotor calculations assuming axial symmetry. The strong
Coriolis coupling of the odd proton and odd neutron to the deformed =
0.24) rotating core appears to force the anti-parallel coupling of the
proton and neutron intrinsic spin-projections in the ground-state,
contrary to the normal Gallagher-Moszkowski coupling rules. The difficulty
in obtaining good agreement with the magnitude of the dipole moment when
using an asymmetry parameter similar to that of ^^°Eu (~ 25°) may indicate
the nucleus ^^°Eu exhibits a lesser degree of triaxiality than its nearest
neighbours.
It is hoped that future in-beam spectroscopic experiments will be 
performed with the aim of unambiguously identifying the ground-state band 
of Eu, in order to clarify the associated nucleon configuration and
160
deformation. However, there still remains a great deal of information 
accessible to the technique of LTNO. Dedicated experiments for the 
extraction of ô's have clearly been shown to be feasible. Further 
relaxation time-measurements with shorter beam pulse times, could provide 
accurate determinations for the two isotopes studied, where only a limit < 
3s could be set.
In cof^ c.W%ion, the technique of low temperature nuclear orientation by 
virtue of the interaction between nuclear moments and the electromagnetic 
fields of a solid-state environment, has been shown to be a very powerful 
tool for probing the nuclear structure of nuclei far from stability, in 
addition to a broad base of solid state phenomena.
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